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Micaela and Pat to lead UGBC

forgoing
internships

Michael Caprio

News Editor
Micaela Mabida, CSOM '11, and Patrick Raab,
A&S 11, beat out Charlie Witmer and Courtney
Dower, both A&S '11, on Friday in the Undergraduate Government of Boston College's (UGBC) presidential and vice presidential final election.
Mabida andRaab took 53.48 percent ofthe vote
in last week's election, which took place Thursday
and Friday, taking the win from Witmer and Dower
by 201 votes, according to data from the Elections
Committee.
The Elections Committee tallied 2,887 voters
among the student body in the final election, a
substantial decrease from last year's 3,967. Participation from freshmen was particularly strong
with 736 votes cast from freshmen in the College
of Arts and Sciences. Sophomores and juniors in
the College of Arts and Sciences cast 565 and 483

By

votes, respectively.

Mabida said that the support from freshmen
reflected her and Raab's platform, which places
a high priority on freshmen initiatives. "If you
looked at the numbers, there was a large freshman
response, and I think that shows how we focused
on the first year students,"' she said. "As we know,
issues here really need that continuity and we only
have one year here, so we want to start with that
base for the younger classes."
Mabida and Raab both said that, while in office,
they would like to change the attitude of the student body toward the UGBC as an "organizational"
body. "I think that's the mentality on campus,"
Raab said. "I think that the UGBC needs to really
connect with the student body. It's something that
we'd like to see."
Raab said that one issue has been bringing
the conversation created within the UGBC to the
larger student body. "I really think that a positive
is how the UGBC continues to work with key issues while at the same time bringing those issues
to the students," he said. "Internally, there are a
lot of great conversations and great thoughts, but
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Micaela Mabida and Patrick Raab took over 53 percent of the vote In last week'sfinal electionfor UGBC president.
I think the matter is how they are being brought
to the student body."
Mabida also said she would like to see a greater
connection between the internal workings of the
UGBC and the students. "I really think that internally we've done a great job on working with
certain initiatives," she said. "We do have a very
committed Cabinet this year. One thing I would
like to see improved is really being there in the
community in reaching out. That means not only

attending our own events, but really fostering that
school spirit and support."
One initiative the duo proposed would institute
office hours for members of the UGBC senate,
where senators would be assigned residence halls
and be available to those residents.
The first issue Mabida and Raab will address
is the transition of the Cabinet
a process
-

See Election, A3

No commercial potential for WZBC
Lisa Piccirillo

For The Heights
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Boston College FM radio station WZBC strives to provide music
most students would not be able to get through other media.
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Translations takes center stage at
the Boon Theater, AlO

SPORTS

Ryan McDaid is very particular about the
music he chooses for his i;udio show. One of the
first requirements is that few can have ever heard
it before.
McDaid, A&S 10, is the 2009-WZBC program director and current DJ on one of Boston
College's two student run radio stations. WZBC
is the campus's FCC regulated FM station, and
WVBC is the sister station and fjredecessor, an
AM station broadcasted online.
"The station is entirely student run, the entire
board of directors are undergraduate students,
so the decisions about scheduling, about the
nature of programming, are made entirely by
students," said Peter Ireland, professor in the
economics department and WZBC DJ. Though
both stations are registered as 'campus radio,'
they cater to the larger Newton and Brighton
communities, bringing in some community and

"

staff DJs, Ireland among them.
WZBC specializes in progressive music. "A
general way of describing what we play is stuff
that will be hitting the college charts at some
point in the future," said Brian Gruosso, CSOM
'10, the 2009 WZBC general manager and current DJ.
"Our goal is to expose artists who don't get
exposed on major radio stations," said McDaid.
"We pick up bands and give them exposure, and
when those bands get to the next level we do not
play them anymore, we pick up new bands."
WZBC also features 'No Commercial Potential' music every night from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. "It
is experimental," McDaid said. "It pushes the
boundaries on what people even consider music
to be. And that is why we love it. These artists are
definitely not going to make it onto the college
billboard charts, but they still deserve airtime
nonetheless."

See WZBC, A3

A voluntary survey conducted by the Career
Center shows that around 70 percent of Boston
College students complete at least one internship during their four years at the University.
With the unstable economy, some students are
turning down unpaid summer internships and
opting to spend their summer earning money
at a job back home.
Denison University's internship program
took this into consideration when they recently
developed a stipend program for students who
face this dilemma. "The past several years we
have had generous alumni provide their annual
fund gift to go toward the internship program,"
said Pamela Allen, director and pre-professional advisor at Denison University's Career
Services. "The stipends are used to offset the
expenses of completing an internship, which
might include housing / rent and travel expenses
(airfare, mileage / gasoline, local train, subway
pass, parking, food, etc.)."
To receive a stipend, Denison students complete an application that includes a resume, an
essay, and a budget of possible expenses. In
2009, students were awarded a $900 stipend,
on average. The maximum allowance is $2,500.
"We are very fortunate to have generous alumni
who understand the value of students completing an internship to gainexperience and develop
their skill-set," Allen said.
Though BC doesnot offer a stipend program,
rising seniors who intern at nonprofit organizations may apply for a Summer Nonprofit Internship Grant for Social and Human Services.
"[The grants] are for students who are taking
those kinds of opportunities that are unpaid,
full-time," said Russ Ventura, internship director at the Career Center. [We are] looking for
someone who is doing more hands on, front line,
human service contact." One example Ventura
spoke of involved a group of students who refurbished an old ambulance, received donated
medical supplies, and drove down to rural areas
in New Mexico to give medical attention to
people in need. .
For students looking outside the field of
nonprofits, there are still opportunities to accept unpaid internships. "There is [plenty] of
outside funding that students can look at and
potentially apply for," Ventura said. "We have a
link on our internship page that will give them
those resources where they can look at grants,
fellowships, and scholarships that might fund
them."
Ventura said the importance of internships
is that many industries now use them as ways
to preview potential employees. "[.The companies] give interns first priority when openings
arise in the future, so it is very important that
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ALC Ball
fills Copley
Plaza Hotel
ALC Ball celebrated the
accomplishments of AHANA
women last Friday night
By

Michael Caprio
News Editor

Eagles end four-game skid by
beating Tar Heels, 71-67, Bl

FEATURES

Students packed the ballroom at the Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston Friday night for this year's
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) Ball.
The theme of this year's event was the celebration of AHANA women a theme celebrated with
a slide presentation that hovered above the dance
floor, displaying profiles ofprominent AHANA women,
throughout the night.
"I think the event went really well this year," said
Earl Edwards, ALC president and A&S '10. "I think
this was the best one."
Catering services were provided by the Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel while Quinn Coleman, A&S
'11, provided DJ services for the event. The use of a
student DJ was part of a larger goal of the ALC this
year to include more students in the organization of
-
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events.

"This is the first year we used a student for a DJ,"
Edwards said. "One of our themes this year is to get
students involved and use in-house talent a little
more."
One concern of both students and event
organizers was the ball's proximity to the seniors' 100
Days event, sponsored by the senior week committee,
which took place the same night.

Attendance for the Ball was high despite the conflict with the Senior Week committee's 100 Days event on the same night.
"It was difficultbecause we didn't know ahead of time
that 100 Days would be on the same day," said Sandy
Rodriguez, co-director of programming for the ALC
and A&S '10. "We plan these events ahead of time so it's
sometimes difficult to coordinate that."
Rodriguez said, however, that he was pleased with
the attendance despite the conflict. "There were a lot
of seniors there, and I was happy to see that a lot of
seniors went," he said. "I went to 100 Days as well and
had fun there."
The ALC would like to continue to work with
the Copley Fairmont Plaza Hotel in future years, Rodriguez said. "A lot of people liked the nice space, so we're
going to keep doing exactly what we have been doing in
the past," he said. "We're going to keep in contact with
them and keep the event looking nice."

Caroline Merck, A&S '10, attended the Ball for
the first time Friday night. "I didn't attend my freshman, sophomore, or junior year, but I got a ticket this
year the day before because I had heard so many people
talking about it," she said. Merck, who identified herself
as non-AHANA, said that the event was conducive to all
students, both AHANA and non-AHANA.
"I didn't feel marginalized at any point," she said. "I
feel that there were many different groups represented
there." Merck said thatif she could change anything about
the event, she would diversify the music, so that it wasn't
mainly rap music.
Rodriguez said that the student feedback to
the music was generally positive, however. "People re-
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Today
Time: 4:30 p.m.

Location: Heights Room
Aaron David Miller, Shai
Feldman, and Hussein Ibish,

prominent Middle Eastern scholars, will discuss the current state
-
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things to do on campus this week

US-Israeli Relations Panel

of U.S.

The

Israeli relations.

Mixed Marriages Lecture

2

Politics of the Common Talk

BC bOp! Pre-Festival Gig

Tuesday

Tuesday

Time: 5:30 p.m.
Location: 9 Lake St.,
Room 100
Rev. James J. Conn,

S.J., will- present the challenges
and opportunities arising from
ecumenical and interfaith marriages. Presentation at Brighton

3

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Gasson 100

The BC bOp! Jazz Ensemble will perform their last
gig prior to departing for the
renowned Elmhurst College Jazz
Festival in Elmhurst, Illinois.

4

Portraits of

Wednesday

Courage

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Wednesday

Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: McGuinn 121

ESS

>.J>'

Michael Hardt is hosted

by the sociology department as
part of its 2010 Distinguished
Visiting Scholar Series, "Capitalism in Crisis."

tory

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Robsham

O

As part of Black HisMonth's closing ceremony,

Portraits of Courage will examine
overlooked African Americans and
their historical contributions.
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FEATURED ON CAMPUS

Concert aids earthquake victims

In the News
University
Tufts University seeks video-essay
from applicants to Class of 2014
This year, Tufts University encouraged high school seniors to submit videos about themselves in addition to
their applications, and received over 1,000 one-minute
video essays, according to a report by the Boston Globe.
According to thereport, theidea was incorporatedas part
ofefforts by Tufts admission»offkers to refine the way in
which applicants are evaluated. Of the 15,436 students
who applied to the university this past year, over 6 percent
submitted a video along with their application.

Local News
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Editor-in-Chief (617) 552-2223
Editorial

Governor Deval Patrick orders
review of 1986 Bishop case
Last week, Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick
ordered a review of the State Police and the role they
played in the 1986 investigation of the shooting death

PATRICK GALLAGHER

/

ofSeth Bishop, younger brother of Amy Bishop, who
was accused in the shooting deaths ofthree of her colleagues at the University of Alabama on Feb. 12. The
review was announced on the same day that Bishop's
lawyer said he would be pursuing an insanity defense
for his client in the Alabama shooting case.

HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Sharps performed an a capella act at Thursday's concert held in the Rat to benefit the people of Haiti.
Javes

By Corey

For The Heights

Thursday night. Boston College comedians and lyricists filled
the Rat for the H(aid)i Benefit
Concert.
The show featured acts including comedic sketches, poetry readings, a capella groups,
and live bands. The concert was
jointly organized by the Office of
Residential Life
(ResLife), the

Undergraduate
Government of
BC (UGBC), and
Nights on The
Heights (NOTH).
Over $1,000
was raised over
the course of the
night. Proceeds
from the event
will go toward reliefefforts for the

floor brought us together. Our RA
helped put on the event and came
to us about it, asking us to play in
the show."
The duo played a mixture of
blues and rock. Other performances included original music
as well as covers of pop artists
Beyonce, Jordin Sparks, Katy
Perry, and Regina Spektor.
Students also read pieces of
original poetry, and My Mother's

"We didn't want to
sit there andfeel
sorry for the victims,
so we decided to do

something to help
them'.'
?

midway through
the night.

Brian MacKenzie,
LSOE '10

Haiti
earthHaitian earth-

Fleabag entertained the crowd
between acts with
comedic skits.
Justin King, a
student ofHaitian
descent and A&S
'12, gave a speech
''This event
is about the

200,000-plus
people affectedby
rilio osarf-lirinal/o"

An

this earthquake,

quake that left over 200,000
people dead last month.
The show featured groups
such as The Sharps, My Mother's
Fleabag, and The Voices ol'lmani.
It also featured some of BC's
lesser-known talent. Ryan Dunn
and Charlie Friedman, both A&S
'13, performed a musical act - the
duos' first five show on campus.
"This was our first time playing in front of an audience at

he said. "The people of Haiti are
in a search for a new life, not a
search for material things, but a
search to not be hungry. The hope
can be seen in their smiling faces.
The people of Haiti need a support system. We are that support
system. I thank you all for being

BC," said Friedman. "We both
played the guitar before coming ?
to BC, and living on the same

event.

here tonight."
Many students in attendance
said they eiyoyed both the entertainment and dialogue at the
"I enjoyed the guitarists, singers, Sharps, and everyone, it was

really inspiring," said Brandon
Moye, A&S 12. "Then when Jus-

tin spoke, it really tied together
the purpose of the show and why
we're here."
Brian MacKenzie, LSOE TO,
was one of the student organizers of the event. "We didn't
want to sit there and feel sorry
for the victims, so we decided
to do something to help them,"
he said.
Within a month, MacKenzie
and his friends were able to turn
their idea into a full-blown production.
"There is no way we would
have been able to put on the show
by ourselves," MacKenzie said.
[The] UGBC helped out by promoting and advertising the show.
They also gave us the funding we
needed to make the show happen.
Chris Darcy [associate director of
student formations programs and
STM TO] helped out by letting
us know what we needed to do to
make this thing work."
NOTH and Reslife were also
able to provide their support for
this event. MacKenzie said that
they did not have to go out of
their way to seek out artists to
perform, either. "Although the
majority of artists auditioned
based on our advertising, groups
like Tile Sharps and The Voices of
Imani reached out to us with their
interest in the event," he said.
"This is what we are here to do.
We're here to help people because
it's the right thing to do." \u25a0
"
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News Tips

Professor writes on moral dilemma
posed by economic environment
Lisa Dodson, a sociology professor at BC, recently
wrote on the problem of economic disobedience
in her new book, The Moral Underground: How
Ordinary Americans Subvert an Unfair Economy.

Through her research, Dodson attempted to bring
light to a middle-class America that deliberatelypractices economic disobedience in the name of justice,
highlighted by cases of managers providing their
low-income workers with extra benefits, according
to a release from the Office of Public Affairs.

Have a news tip or a good idea
for a story? Call Michael Caprio,
News Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or
e-mail news@bcheights.com. For
future events, e-mail, fax, or mail
a detailed description of the event
and contact information to the
News Desk.

Sports Scores

Want to report the results of a
game? Call Zach Wielgus, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Kristen House, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail review©
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

National
No injuries reported in California
train derailment early Saturday
KEENE, Calif. (AP)
A freight train derailed near
Bakersfield and one of its cars caught fire and forced
the evacuation of several nearby homes. Kern County
Fire Department spokesman Sean Collins says there
were no serious injuries in the derailment at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday near Keene, a small town about 15 miles east
ofBakersfield. About eight homes were evacuated as a
precaution after the fire produced a toxic cloud. Collins says the blaze was confined to the tunnel entrance,
and crews were letting the fire burn itself out.
?

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you
believe we have made a reporting error, have information that requires a
clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact

Matthew DeLuca, Editor-in-Chief,
at (617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®

bcheights.com..

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Delivery

Police Blotter
2/15/10
Monday, Feb. 15
10:53 a.m.

A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance at 21 Campanella
Way involving a BC employee who believed
that someone had entered their office and
items had been moved.
2:55 p.m.

-

A report was filed regarding the
unauthorized use of an inactive parking
permit in the Lower lots. The owner of the
vehicle was identified and issued a citation.
-

7:45 p.m. A report was filed regarding a lareency in Lower dining hall. Further investigation revealed that a student had mistakenly
taken the wrong backpack. AU property was
return to the rightful owners.
-

7:57 p.m.

-

Wednesday, Feb. 17
1:51 p.m. A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation in Bishop Peterson Hall.
The alarm was caused due to dust from construction which set off a smoke detector.
-

Thursday, Feb. 18

8:58 p.m.

Friday, Feb. 19

-

Tuesday, Feb. 16

-

1:23 p.m. A report was filed regarding an
underage intoxicated party who failed to pay
their taxi fare near the Upper residence halls.
The suspect was located and identified in
their residence hall.

-

A

report was filed regarding an

"I'm going on an Appalachia
trip to New Orleans."
?Kristen Lembitz,
LSOE '12

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at

(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2010. All rights reserved.

"I'm going to Lebanon,
with Appalachia."
?Ruben Sotomayor,
A&S '12

Pa.,

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to

-

?

10:48 p.m.

\u25a0

4:21 p.m. - A report was filed regarding a
past motor vehicle accident in the tennis
lots. The operator who caused the accident
left the scene, but provided their contact
information.

tempted theft in Devlin Hall. The individual
fled the scene when confronted.

A report was filed regarding an
underage intoxicated party unaffiliated with
BC in Conte Forum. The party was placed
into the custody of a Woburn PD liaison who
was attending a sporting event with a group
of students.

"What are your plans for spring break?"

injured party in Duchesne Hall. The party
was transported to the primary care facility
by BCPD cruiser.

9:38 p.m. A report was filed regarding assistance provided to a party who could not
retrieve their ATM card from a defective
ATM in Walsh Hall.

A report was filed regarding a
suspicious circumstance regarding an at-

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/19/10

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact John O'Reilly, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

Source: The Boston College
Police Department

"We're going home."
?Lauren Tebsherany,
A&S '13
?Laura Dello Stritto,
A&S '13

editor@bcheights.com
'

with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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A place
to spread

wings

Joseph Pasquinelli

A study recently showed
that attending college makes
students more liberal. This
may be the case, but the two
only correlate loosely. The political views of Boston College
students are testaments to this
lack of a relationship. College
does make many students more
liberal, but this is only because
these students are already
liberal when they arrive on a
campus.

Students who arrive at
college as conservatives tend
to not only remain conservative, but actually become more
conservative. College serves to
strengthen students' views, not

change them entirely. The idea
of "roots and wings" explains
the strengthening rather than
changing of views.
Roots are the values that
parents, other important
adults, and a student's community at home have instilled
in the student before they
come to college. This is done
in the home around the dinner table and even with the
bedtime stories parents tell

their future college student.
Other important adults such as
teachers educate students in a
way that will make them liberal

WZBC seeks to offer unique genres of music to BC
WZBC, from Al
In the past, students have voiced their
concern over the reception of WZBC's
playlists through letters to the editor in The
Heights. Liz Moy, AM DJ and A&S '13, said
that she understands the sentiment. "[No
commercial potential] resonates well with
me, but within the BC community a lot of
the music that the DJs are into is kind of
esoteric in that they are very experimental
and not what the typical BC student is

into," she said.
Many people at the station said they feel
differently. "Every new student is coming in
as an individual, with their own history and
taste in music," McDaid said. "It would be
absurd to think that one type of music is
always going to be what the entire student
body wants to hear. What we are doing is
putting out a certain type of music, and if
you want to hear new music or expand your
musical palatte, then listen to us There
are so many outlets to listen to mainstream
radio, there are so few outlets to listen to
...

intellectually progressive programming,
which is what we are offering."
Moy said she agrees. "I understand the
desire to hear Lady Gaga, but Ifeel like that
is stuff you can hear on your own computer.
WZBC likes to air music that doesn't get
put on very often to try to put new music
out there and try to broaden people's taste
in music, not to impose it on the BC community," she said. "It is more like saying
this is the music we like and enjoy, and a

lot of the people in the community like it,
so maybe you'll like it, too."
Past artists played by the station have
included Vampire Weekend, Passion Pit,
and MGMT The station has also given
airtime to Girl Talk, the mashup artist who
will be performing on campus March 18.
"These are only [a few] examples of artists formerly played on WZBC, but I hope
it gives a bit of insight into what we mean
when we say that we try our very best to
bring Boston College music that is on the
cutting edge," Gruosso said. "I feel that by
even looking at just these examples, we can
definitely see that theBoston College community has a strong affinity for the type of
music and programming that is currently
on air at WZBC."
This progressive style is similar to that
of other college stations. "If you take a look
at bands played by WMBR or KLXU, there
would be heavy overlap," Ireland said.
WMBR is MlT's student run station, and
KLXU is the college station run by Loyola
Marymount, a Jesuit university in Los
Angeles. Though some schools, Emerson
College and Cornell University included,
run their stations much like commercial
radio, progressive college radio is not a
minority.

WVBC, the AM sister of WZBC, operates under different principles. "WVBC
has its own entirely unique programming
schedule that currently includes over SO
student DJ's planning and broadcasting
their own shows, without restrictions on

content, format, topics," Gruosso said.
"We wouldn't have mainstream bands
coming off our FM transmitter, but on
WVBC it is totally different," McDaid
said. "If you want to come in and play
Weezer, come in and play Weezer. You
can play Lady Gagaright after that." Each
DJ determines the genre, feel, and artists
played, and some shows include little
music at all.
AM DJ's are required to complete basic
competence training before they start their
own show, but anyone with interest can get
a show and the AM schedule has room for
new DJ's. This is different from WZBC,
where DJ's have to apply and be selected
to work for the station each semester, and
the schedule is always full.
WVBC is broadcast online, but the
server can only hold 20 listeners at a time.
WVBC is also played over BC cable, but for
those not on campus, the ability to listen is
limited. WZBC has a much larger audience,
with the90.2 FM station broadcast all over
greater

Boston and unlimited streaming.
Sports radio is included among WVBC
programming. Luis Sanchez, WVBC coordinator for the sports department and A&S
'12, said he is concerned about this limitation. "We have a couple of really great
shows, really great shows that overcrowd
the servers," he said. "If we had them on
the FM, I think a lot more people would
be able to listen."
Adam Rose, A&S '12, is a sports broadcaster who hopes to continue with sports

media after graduating from BC. He, too,
is affected by the limitation. "I have spent
six months now on WVBC, and Iwould like
to take my show to the next level because I
think I have proved myself, but I can't go
anywhere with my show."
"If you are in the sports department
you will not get an FM slot if you apply
for one," Sanchez said. "WZBC is a music
station."
There is not enough airtinie to satisfy
the needs of both the established WZBC
programming, the sports department, and
the tastes of individual DJ's, Sanchez said.
WZBC features "Sports Saturdays" for
two hours, as well as broadcasting every
football game and 20 other games each
year, but the growing sports department
would like more room.
"We don't want to take away things
from the music department," Rose said.
"We love the music department. We want
to work together as a radio station." Rose
and Sanchez have some ideas about ways
to expand without limiting either section's
resources.

When asked what was needed to initiate these ideas, Rose and Sanchez were
in agreement support and communication. "Not enough people know that we
do what we do, even around the campus,"
-

Rose said.
"BC students are all over, they have so
many interests in so many different facets,"
Gruosso said. "We want to help represent
the BC community." \u25a0

or conservative.

If teachers teach social
justice and the importance
of helping one's fellow man,

students will be inclined to
become intensely liberal during
their college career. If teachers
teach students that they have
complete control over their
own future and fail to mention
certain impediments (racism,
sexism, classism) to success,
students will believe that we
live in a perfect meritocracy,

the foundation for economic
conservatism. Ifthe community from which the student
comes is poor and the student
has seen firsthand the (negative) effects of poverty, racism,
and sexism, then it is likely
the student will be liberal. If
the community from which a
student comes is conservative
due to the community having
a great deal of money, then the
student is likely to be conservative.
College provides an opportunity for students to
grow wings, but roots largely
determine what the wings will
look like and how students will
use them. Students in college
have time to reflect on and
strengthen their values. BC
provides over 9,000 undergraduates the outlets that allow
them to become either more

liberal or more conservative.
Professors, many of whom are
liberal the study was correct
in stating that scholar academics are more liberal than others
challenge students' conservative views or reinforce their
liberal ones.
If a student is liberal, he or
she will likely "buy into" the
professor's logic. When reflecting on their political views, liberal students will consider this
logic, thus strengthening their
political views. Conservative
students will seek to disprove
their professors' logic, driving
them to learn more about their
viewpoints and the alleged logic
behind them. Upon reflection,
students will consider the
logic that supposedly trumps
their professors' logic and will
strengthen their conservative
-

views.

BC is composed of many
conservative students. Perhaps
they are not the majority, but
there is a greater percentage
here than at other academic
institutions composed of intelligent young people. This is due
to the affluence and wealth of
the families of students at BC.
These roots and wings lead to
BC graduating many conservative Eagles who will plant conservative roots in the world.

Joseph Pasquinelli is a columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights.com

University, SEIU workers reach
settlement in contract talks
Six-year contract brings nine month negotiation to a close
By Taylour Kumpf
Asst. News Editor

According to a joint statement released by the Boston
College Office of Public Affairs

to continue the strong relationship that has existed between the
parties on into the future."
SEIU represents 270 facilities

management workers at Boston
College who lobbied against the
University's proposal to use non-

and Local 615 SEIU, the University is content with the six year union contract workers.
contract that the two parties reOn Feb. 10, Senators from
cently agreed on after nine months
the Undergraduate Government
of negotiation.
of BC (UGBC)
Having reached
voiced their sup"Although the
a new collective bar
port for the SEIU,
process was lengthier voting in favor of
gaining agreement
for the six-year pethan previous
a resolution to
\u25a0riod from June 1,
negotiations, it was support further
2009 through May
negotiations be31, 2015, both the at all times civil, and tween the UniUniversity and the
I am pleased that versity and the
SEIU expressed
union workers.
we have an outcome Other students
relief in the statement. The outcome
that responds in a petitioned, gathis viewed as a posiering 1,300 sigpositive way to the natures in suptive conclusion by
those involved, as
University and our port of the SEIU
the agreement is
on campus.
employees'.'
sensitive to both
Peter Rider,
secretary treathe needs of emRobert Lewis,
surer of Local
ployees and the
University in its ef615 and chief neAssociate Vice
gotiator for the
forts to moderate
President, Human
operating expenses,
Union said, "We
Resources
the statement said.
are also pleased
"Although the
with the agreeprocess was lengthier than prement and look forward to a convious negotiations, it was at all
tinued positive relationship with
times civil, and 1 am pleased that
the University."
we have an outcome thatresponds
The new contract prevents BC
in a positive way to the University
from replacing m-house jobs with
and our employees," said Robert outside contractors. Employees
Lewis, chief negotiator for BC and hired by Jan. 31 are protected
associate vice presidentfor human
against layoffs for the life of the
resources. "This agreement also
contract. The agreement states
will provide us with the foundation that any other layoffs will be
-

?

conducted in order of seniority,
with eight weeks' notice given,
in addition to the inclusion of
rehire rights. The new contract

also incorporates raises totaling
four percent by June, with future
raises to be negotiated.
"We have language in the contract that says we have a certain
amount of labor management
meetings, said Barry Bennett,
grounds worker and member of
the Union bargaining team. "It's
something that's going to help
both sides, and we intend to do
that."
"We'd like to thank some
of the students for some of the
support they gave us," he said.
"[lt helped the Union's cause]
without a doubt. We want to get
them involved in tuition exchange
to keep the door open."
Two important factors that
eased the Union's decision to
pass the contract were the possibility of tuition exchange and
the wording regarding the University's intention, which now
states that the University does
not intend to replace union jobs
with outside contractors. "It's
strong wording, better than a
handshake," Bennett said.
"Again, we want to thank the
students for their activity and
support," he said. "It didn't go
unnoticed. It was greatly appreciated. We just want to get
everything signed off on and go
back to work." \u25a0
Molly LaPoint, Heights staff writer,

contributed to this report.

ALEX TRAUTWIG

/
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UGBC President and Vice President-electMicaela Mabida and Patrick Raab said
they would like to establish a connection between the UGBC and students.

Micaela and Pat
take final election
Mabida and Raab to choose cabinet,
begin forming initiatives this spring
Election, from A1

would continue to work with
administrators. Mabida, who

they will begin soon, they
said. The UGBC president and
vice president traditionally

plans to pursue an internship
in New York City over the summer, said she will coordinate
with Raab on

choose directors and associate directors for
each UGBC department, who
in turn choose
staff members
for their department based on
applications.
"It's a standard

applicationprocess,

and we're

going to follow

that format,"
Mabida said.
"We're going to
have a new idea
of having the
student body
propose their

"Ifeel really

connected to a lot of
administrators in my
role on campus right
now. Iplan to be here
every other weekend
working with Pat to
make sure we have a

the weekends.
"I feel really
connected to a
lot of administrators in my
on campus

role

right now," she
said. "I plan to

be here every
other weekend
working with
Pat to make
good
sure we have
a good founthe next year"
dation for the
next year."
Micaela Mabida,
Raab said
UGBC President Elect and that he plans

foundationfor

?

to stay on campus this summer and will continue his premed studies, taking a summer
course in physics. Raab, who
served as an orientation leader
last summer, said he chose not
to return to the program as it
would conflict with his class

CSOM '10

positions to us. We will not
only have our own staff positions, but we're going to empower the students' to have an

active role."
When asked about their
plans for this summer, Mabida and Raab both said they

schedule.

\u25a0
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University offers grants in Allston-Brighton
By

Tanner Edwards

For The Heights

At a Feb. 4 awards ceremony, Boston
College donated more than $60,000 to
13 organizations in the Allston-Brighton
community as a part of the Allston-Brighton / BC Community Fund's ongoing grant
program.

The Fund awarded a $25,000 grant to
the Allston-Brighton Improvement Association at an event attended by Boston
Mayor Thomas Menino and University
President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J.,
for the purchase of five Bigßclly Solar
Trash Compactors in locations including
Cleveland Circle and Union Square. In
addition, the Fund delegated a grant of
nearly $8,000 to the Allston-Brighton
Community Development Corporation
and its proposed greening project along
Allston's Everett Street.
Eleven grants, ranging from $1,500 to
$3,000, were also presented to a munber
of community groups and non-profit organizations in the Allston-Brighton area.
Recipients included the Horace Mann
Schoolfor the Deaf and Hard of Hearing's

services to Allston-Brighton elders, youth,
and minorities at risk of domestic and
interpersonal violence.
The Allston-Brighton / Boston College Community Fund was created in
1995by the University in partnership with
Menino. "The mission of the Fund is to
provide grant support to Allston-Brighton community groups and non-profit
organizations that, enhance the community through civic engagement, beautification initiatives, youth enrichment,
or educational programs," said William
Mills, director of community elections.
"The awards provide positive exposure
for Boston College, and the recipients are
very thankful for the added assistance
in funding programs and projects which
directly benefit the residents of Allston
and Brighton," he said, adding that tliis
year's round of grant applicants featured
"alot of good, new projects that we haven't
seen in the past."
BC contributes $75,000 to the Fund
each year. According to Mills, the next
round of funding will take place this
spring, with an awards ceremony tentatively scheduled for June. \u25a0

issues and help to children who have "seriall included," she said.
"Successful Deaf Leaders" program, which
The Joseph M. Smith Community
disturbances,"
ous
emotional
to
according
opportunity
study
«
to
provides students the
Health Center in Allston will use its
deafrole models at the school, along with the group's grant application. Brighton's
children's literacy programs at the Faneuil Franciscan Hospital for Children intends funding as apart, of a 2010 Food Voucher
Branch Library, St. Columbkille Partner- to use the grant to purchase therapeutic Project for low-income families strugship School in Brighton,
toys that will be used at gling with nutritional health, according to
"This grant is
mental health services in
the report. "We're thrilled to receive the
and the Jackson Mann
schools
public
grant, and we are especially excited benumerous
Community Center in
allowing us to help in
cause funding got cut from other sources
Allston.
Boston.
who
120
One $3,000 BC grant due to the economy," said MaureenReedOrganizations and
help to support the McNally, development director at the
will
initiatives that placed
either can't
emphasis on children's
St. Anthony's Parish Conununity Health Center. "This grant is
and vegetables Show, a 109-year-old allowing us to help 120 families who either
health were common
and vegetables or need
among the grant winor need more
them tradition in the Allston can't afford fruits
community. Volunteers of more of them in their diet." When asked
ners. The Baldwin Early
in their diet"
all ages contribute to the about the work of the Fund, she said that
Learning Center will use
community show, which her organization "likes that BC has an
its grant to construct an
culminates with perforinterest in the community."
indoor play space along
Maureen Reedmances in mid-March.
The Community Fund's allocation of
with equipping its school
McNally,
$3,000 to the Antiviolence Enterprise
very grateful to
with an Automated Exter"We're
Development Director,
BC to be receiving this Group at Caritas St. Elizabeth's Medical
nal Defibrillator (AED),
Community Health
by
Center has special significance for BC.
according to a report
grant that will enable
Center
the Department of Comthe show to go on," said The funds will go toward supporting "The
cast volunteer Millie
Ellie's List Project," an initiative named
munity Elections. The
organization, Family and Community McLaughlin. "The money will be spent after Ellie Borncman, a Coimell School
Solutions, proposed to use the awarded on things like background, spotlights, and of Nursing graduate who died suddenly
of cancer in 2007. The project will benefit
funds to improve marketing of services makeup in this intergenerational show in
that provide awareness of mental health the Parish, where parents and cliildren are volunteers and professionals who provide

fruits

families
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Students made liberal by
college classes, study says
By

Natalie Sileno

methods of how things work,

For The Heights

[producing] a more liberal
student body," he said.
In each of the surveys, the
ISI distributed varying multiple-choice exams to test the
civic knowledge ofthe subjects.
In 2008, the ISI survey incor...

A recent study, "The Shaping of the American Mind," has
found that college students and
graduates are, on average, more
liberal than the general population. The study's
findings were released on Feb. 10
According to the ISl's
by the Intercolresults, 39 percent
legiate Studies
Institute (ISI).
those surveyed
The study, first

of

ALC Ball held in honor
of AHANA women
Ball, from Al
ally loved to dance," he said. "I
know some people complained
because some songs weren't
played, but DJs play what they
can. It was perfect." He also
said that the timing of the event
was a significant factor in its
success. "It was a week before
many people have mid-terms,
but not exactly right in the
middle ofmid-term season," he
said. "It made for a good week-

end where people just wanted to
go out and enjoy themselves."
Both Rogriguez and Edwards attributed the success
of the event to Wintanna
Abai, ALC co-director of
programming and A&S '10.
"She was really the point person for the event," Edwards
said. "She made sure that
everything was in place, and
she got a good deal with the
Copley Fairmont Plaza."
Edwards said that the ALC

is now looking forward to the

ALC Showdown. "We're still
getting things worked out,"
he said. "But we're trying to
do a lot of things this year
in terms of the Showdown.
We're trying to have a special
guest come and have an
after-party this year in the
Plex." Edwards said that he
expects a better turnout for
the Showdown this year, as
the event will be on a Saturday. \u25a0

reported on by
The Chronicle of

whose highest level

of education was a

whose highest level of education was a high-school diploma
supported same-sex marriage.

The trend continued to increase
with more advanced degrees: 46
percent of people with master's
degrees supported same-sex
marriage.

naturalization
exams and U.S.
Department of
Education high
school progress

"Liberalism is often misinterpreted because people
simply believe it to be the acceptance of ideas outside of the
status quo," said AndrewLaVenia, A&S TO. "People focus
more on social liberalism, but

tests (NAEP).
The overall average score on

people must remember that the
application of individual liberty
applies to all things, whether

porated questions from U.S.

Higher Education,
bachelor's degree the 33-ques- economic or social."
examined the
subjects' knowlDerber said that it is imsupported same-sex tion exam was
edge of civic is49 percent, with portant to distinguish between
marriage.
sues as well as
economic and social liberalcollege graduates
their ideological
averaging only ism when examining the data.
inclinations. The
slightly higher at "There was a shift away from
survey, whieli has been con57 percent.
FDR economic liberalism to
ducted for the past four years,
"College graduates, whether social liberalism," Derber said.
polled over 2,500 randomly
it be current or graduated in
With the eventual isolation
selected Americans.
the past, seem
of the working
The institute found that to have difficulty
class in Ameri"[A liberal arts
liberal tendencies, particularly knowing basic
ca, conservative
with regard to controversial things about program] encourages values came to
social questions, were more our government
be associated
critical thinking
prevalent among those who had
and our history,"
with the workattained at least a bachelor's
said Richard A. which takes you away ing class, he
degree, suggesting a correlaBrake, a co-ausaid, while the
traditional
tion between a college educathor of the reliberal
methods how things so-called
tion and a liberal mentality. In port. "Does colelites gravitated
contrast, the story found that
lege share all work... [producing]a toward social
a college background does not
the blame? Of more
liberal student liberalism.
necessarily translate to an accourse not this
''The way in
curate knowledge of basic civic
body'.'
is a systemic
which college inissues.
problem, from
stitutions teach
"Education correlates with K through 12 and
their students is
Charles Derber,
social liberalism," said Charles all the way up.
highly theoretiProfessor, Sociology
Derber, a professor in the sociBut universities
cal, so students
Department
ology department. However, he train our teachbecome naive
said that "the correlation with ers and train our
as to how many
economic justice issues is much leaders, so they play a role."
aspects of the system actually
more muddy."
According to the ISPs rework," said Nikolay Tsintsadze,
Derber credited the liberal sults, 39 percent of those surA&S '13, in response to the
arts education with fostering
veyed whose highest level of trend of liberal values coupled
liberal values in students. "[A education was a bachelor's with a lack of civic understandliberal arts program] encourdegree supported same-sex ing among college students.
ages critical thinking, which
marriage. In contrast, just
"Thus, students have an overly
takes you away from traditional 25 percent of those surveyed simplified world view." \u25a0
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Assistant basketball coach
accused of assault at FSU
Few students opt for class
credit over paid employment
Internships, from Al
students are able to get involved,"
Ventura said.
If no outside funding is available, Ventura encourages students
to look for alternative options,
suggesting that students work
with employers to negotiate fewer
hours in order to incorporate a
part-time job.
Another option for students
is to take a full-time summer job
and seek an internship during the
school year.
Many times, employers will
offer students credit in place of
salary. "Some employers, who
can't afford to pay interns, think
it's beneficial to say to students,
'credit is available,' meaning they
will work with students, and the

school, to get them credit," Ventura said. "What they don't realize
is that most students aren't overly
concerned about credit, but with

and has continued to work there
twice a week during the school
year.

Sheafound the internship after
talking to Partful, meaningful
"Some employers, ner Health Care
work experience."
at a BC career
who can't
to
For other stufair. ''Keep your
dents, particupay interns, think
grades up, GPA
larly those in the
is one of the bigit's
to say
Carroll School
gest resume niters
of Management
to students, 'credit is that companies
(CSOM), the batuse," said Shea.
available'."
tle of working an
"Be resourceful,
unpaid internship
it's about who you
Russ Ventura,
is not a problem
know, not what
because many
you know."
Internship Director,
business-related
Shea suggested
Career Center
internships are
that students take
paid. Pat Shea, CSOM '10,worked
advantage of Eagle Link, where
a paid internship at the Dana Farthey can search for and apply for
ber Cancer Institute last summer a variety of internships. \u25a0
getting a purpose-
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"We regret that we put the band in an uncomfortable situation. We have
rectified the problem, and we won't put the band in that position again"
?Monk Bonasorte,
Senior Associate Athletics Director, Florida State University
By

Michael Caprio

Maj. Jim Russell of the Florida State Police Detold reporters that a witness confirmed
that Colson used Ms hands to guide the student
The Florida State Attorney's Office said Thursaround him, but not to push the student.
day that it would not pursue charges against Bonzie
BC athletics officials met with members of the
Colson, Boston College assistant
coaching staff and other eyewitbasketball coach, who was accused of
nesses Monday evening to hear
assaulting a Florida State Universitytheir side of the story, said Chris
A
member
the
band member after Sunday's game
Cameron, director of media relaat FSU.
FSU band
tions for athletics. The issue is beA member of the FSU band filed
ing handled internally between the
charges
against
charges against Colson after reporttwo institutions and the Atlantic
Colson
edly being shovedby the coach while
Coast Conference.
the two were passing each other bereportedly being
Monk Bonasorte, PSU's senior
tween the media table and the bleachassociate
director, said
by
shoved
the
coach the incidentathletics
ers after the game.
was "unfortunate," and
An off-duty officer attending the
while the two were the athletics department is taking
game took the report. "1... was exiting
passing
each other. steps to make sure nothing like that
the basketball court and found myself
happens again.
stuckbetween the media table and the
"We regret that we put the band
basketball team," the student wrote in
in an
the report. "A coach was in my way I looked at him Bonasorte said. "Weuncomfortable situation,"
have rectified the proband said, 'Excuse me.' He tookhis hands, one on each
lem, and we won't put the band in
that position
of my shoulders, and shoved me by him."
aarain."
News Editor

partment

of
filed

after

...
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CLASSIFIEDS
Mond^LFebruaix2Z2olo
EXPERIENCED LEADERS!! Spend
ne summer outdoors doing
work
tnat keeps you physically active;
rorge new friendships in a team
atmosphere; enjoy the pride and
satisfaction of gauging your progress
and seeing results. Every summer,
College Pro hires over 7,000 student
leaders. Guaranteed $585 per week
salary for working 40 hours! Hiring
Now! Call (888) 427-7672 ext.
423 or
e-mail jlandrebe@collegepro.com.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. A family
residing in Chestnut Hill/BC area is
looking for responsible babysitter with
a car. We need a babysitter on two
afternoons (any 2 days of Monday
or Tuesday or Wednesday) to pick
up children (6 and 9-years-old) from
a neighborhood school, drive them
home for a snack, and then drive them
to after-school activities. 6-7 hours
per week. Please send an e-mail to
nashideti@yahoo.com.

The Heights

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

SUMMER JOBS For Environmental Action! Earn $350-$550/week.
Work with Environmental Action
on a campaign to protect our forests. Make a difference while earning valuable campaign experience.
Call Marty at (617) 338-7882.

GREENLINE REALTY today' (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see us
at 1956 Beacon St. (next to Cityside
in the heart of Cleveland Circle) We
still have premium apartments in all
of the best locations
___^^_^^_^^__^

BECOME A JETBLUE CAMPUS
REP
HIRING FOR FALL. Run
events and create promotions on
your campus for Jetßlue Airways.
Earn great incentives and gain amazing experience for your resume! Go
to: Repnation.com/Jetßlue to apply.

Have Vou thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
You wi " consider us in your options/To learn more, please call us
toll-free at 1-877-841-3748, or visit
our WeD site www.roseanneandtim.
com Ple ase be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence,
with gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.

-

BABYSITTING JOB. Need fun-loving babysitter. Weekends and/or
weekday evenings for our daughter (10) and son (8). We live close
to BC's Shea Field. If interested,
call Laurette at (617)

ch eck us out online at Facebook,
Twitter {twitter.com/bcheights), or
,ne official Heights Web site

(www.bcheights.com) for breaking
news and upcoming multimedial

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSES and sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
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51 Slithery swimmer
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Heights

"There are only two creatures of value on the face of the earth: those with
commitment and those who require the commitment of others"

Face to face

?

John Adams

The lack of personal connections when advertising for events can
result in lackluster turnout and overall maHaise.
During the past week, anyone passing day. Yet, the University feels the need to
by the Quad between the hoursof 11 a.m. promote its initiatives using marketing
and 3 p.m. would have heard the chants campaigns with strategically placed flyers and posters, as though there were 10
of purple and green-clad campaignmillionBC students.
ers urging students to "Vote!" Burying
BC's physical campus and student
their own political ambitions, bothfinal
are small enough that one could
year's
body
in
Undercandidate teams
this
graduate Government ofBoston College reach all students with a small increase
(UGBC) presidential election called on in effort. To be bombardedwith marketstudents to merely log on to their Agora ing campaigns would be the equivalent
Portal account and vote for anyone. of receiving a birthday card in the mail
Yet, only 2,887 students did so, in stark from one's roommate. It just shows that,
for some reason, the party, be it the
contrast with last year's 3,967.
It should come as no surprise that roommate or the UGBC, did not want to
students are disheartened by the efforts put in the effort to greet you face-to-face
of the UGBC to ignite the student body's in a meaningful way.
Placing flyers on walls requires minipassion. The vibrancy ofthe Quad in midFebruary is seldom matched during any maleffort. It is doing what appears good
other time that does not involvestudents on paper or on a resume, rather than what
promoting their own goals. We feel that actually attracts students to a cause. Last
fall, the campus saw examples of Dustthe UGBC and other student organizasame
enthusiasm
bowl involvement with the GLBT Leadtions should display the
for student activities and issues ofthe day ership Council's (GLC) National Coming
throughout the wholeyear, not just during Out Week events andthe German studies
campaign season. Given the discrepancy department's Berlin Wall exhibit.Neither
between last year's numbers, the poor organization relied on flyers. Both orgareaction of the student body in this year's nizations attracted substantial student
elections could only be the result of insuf- ' participation. Yet, the Dustbowl now sits
ficient, or misguided, action on the part unoccupied, and the only campaigning
seen in the Quad is from bed sheets hung
of student organizations.
It wouldbe unfair to say that student from trees, only to be destroyed by the
wind the following day.
groups have done nothing to promote
It is apparent from the electioncamtheir events and spark interest on campus. The walls covering the stairwell paigning last week that students are
alongside O'Neill Library are plastered capable of organizing around a common
cause and sharing their enthusiasm with
with flyerspromoting events and speakers, while many a BC student's Facebook the studentbody. While this year's elecinbox is flooded with event invitations tion numbers were down, 2,887 students
daily. Yet, the lecture seats remain unstill voted as a result of the purple and
filled, late-night events go unattended, green campaigners in the Quad. Those
and Conte Forum has become a bus stop are 2,887 students who were encouraged
on the way to Roggie's rather than a to participate in something that is arguably less exciting than a basketball game
destinationfor basketball games.
We believe that student and Univeror a late-night event, because someone
sity groups looking to promote their physically encouraged themto do it.
We ask that the UGBC, the Univerevents should save on paper costs. Go
out into theDustbowl. Go into the Quad sity, andall student groups recognize the
and into the dining halls to promote power of human interaction in marketevents using creative methods. Organize
ing. See the energy that the UGBC has
generated with its campaigning model
a skit, a dance performance, or a cheesy
contest. The student body appreciates and apply that to your own goals. Do
face time more than Facebook^
not be content with a flyer on the wall,
There are approximately 9,000 unbecausebefore you ask students to "Set
dergraduate students at BC, most of the world aflame," you have to ignite
whom pass through the Dustbowl every something in them while they are here.

UGBC advice
The Heights congratulates Mabida and Raab and advises them
on the issues we hope to see them tackle in the coming year.
The Heights congratulates Micaela
Mabida and Patrick Raab for becoming
the UndergraduateGovernmentofBoston
College (UGBC) President and Vice-President for the upcoming 2010-2011 school
year. We recognize the large amount of
hard work and dedication that they put
into their campaign, and their victory
servesas a testament to this commitment.
We wouldalso like to acknowledge Charlie
Witmer and Courtney Dower for their
notable efforts, as displayed by the very
slim margin of votes separating the two
teams in the final result. Both teams and
their campaign staffs deserve joint praise

\u25a0 ?

Micaela and Patrick are still significant.
Webelieve it wouldbehoove Mabidaand
Raab to hold a conversation with Charhe and Courtney, with the purpose of
identifying the aspects of their platform
that they believe are the most important
and wouldbenefit the student body the
most. Afterwards, to the greatest extent
that they can and see fit, Mabida and
Raab should implement these select
issues into their own set of objectives
and include Charlie and Courtney in
their government, if the other team is
welcome to the idea.
In addition to capitalizing on the
in remaining persistent in encouraging success of the Dea-Hirs administration
students to get out and vote. Noting this, before themand spring-boarding off their
it is especially disappointing to see such hard work, it goes without saying that
a low turnout in the polls.
Mabida and Raab should place a conWe wouldlike to take this opportunity siderable amount of time and effort into
to offer the new President and Vicefleshing out the ideas in their platform in
President-elect some advice for their particular, the creation of a virtualstudent
quickly approaching term. Essential to union and a GLBTQ resource center. By
having a successful UGBC term is the attempting to make the existence ofthese
work of agood cabinet. Mabida and Raab things a bit more concrete, for example,
should choose the students not closest by pushing for the creation of a physical
to them or that they feel contributedthe GLBTQ resource center instead of just a
most to their win, but those that are the virtual one, they will establishamore vismost suitablefor the job and willperform ible goal and garner more support. A close
to the best of their abilities. It would be
and working relationship with both the
wise for them to use theirknowledge of AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) and
the UGBC, and those currently with a the GLBTQ Leadership Council (GLC) to
position, in making this decision.
address issues facing the AHANA comWhile the two teams shared a nummunity and GLBTQ community respecber of goals and initiatives in their tively is imperative, though we foresee no
respective platforms, there were also difficultiesfor Mabida and Raab there.
several discrepancies. Though Witmer
We congratulate Micaela and Pat on
and Dower did not win, the issues that their win and wish them the best in the
they placed an emphasis on moreso than coming year.
-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"Changes in Catholic Church" addresses important issues
Well done, young man. It Is a pleasure as an
alumna to read your informed and well-written opinion. Your "fellow feeling" and your effort to rediscover
your faith both do you credit.
At the same time, I'm again reminded of lethargic responses to what you correctly tag as the biggest
scandal in our lifetime as Catholics. Why does it take
in-your-face personal knowledge of criminal abuse of
minor children to activate Catholics into concern for
abuse survivors and for the future of our Church?

This is not a "someone else will fix it" situation. It
is now known to be an international situation
think
Australia, Germany, and Ireland. Dublin Archbishop
Martin is trying, but I fear too much emphasis on
"management" and not enough on spirituality as correction to admittedly flawed clerical culture proceed.
What do you think? We need to hear from more young
people like you.
Anne Southwood
Boston Area Council V.O.T.F.

Grade inflation due to stricter admissions
It's not grade inflation that has
increased; it's the number of intelligent
students entering the student body.
This article does not take into account
the fact that the past four years have
been the most competitive years in the
college application pool ever. Over the
next few years, the total number of high
school graduates is projected to rise by
10 percent, the number applying to college will therefore also increase greatly.
New colleges and universities are not
being established in accordance with
these levels, and existing ones can only
accept so many students. For this reason students that are being accepted
to more prestigious colleges, such as
Boston College, are being accepted
in accordance with liigher and liigher
standards. Only the most academi-

cally intense high school students are
brought in. The intelligence level of
younger generations is increasing at
an unprecedented rate. It is for this
reason, not for grade inflation, that a
larger percentage of students have a
higher GPA than in years prior. The
scope of intellectual ability has been
narrowed to the very best and brightest. All of these students more than
deserve the grades they are getting. A
grade cap wouldbe impractical and
unfair because it would force professors to cut out hardworking, deserving
students, with little reason other than
favoritism. In addition, the practice
would lower student morale, and fail to
reward students for their achievements.
Christie Mealo
CSOM '12

Praise for the success
of the Relay for Life
Dear Editor,
My thanks and gratitude to
each and every individual who
helped make the Relay for Life
a huge success! I attended as a
cancer survivor and as a volunteer for the American Cancer
Society. It was so much for my
husband and I to be a part of
the spirit of the BC community
and we especially enjoyed our
lap around the track with the BC
Eagles. I feel strongly that the
cure for cancer is on the horizon
and all your efforts will contribute to making that happen!
Judy Spar

Newton. MA

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from www.bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing discussion.
In response to "Changes for the Catholic Church" by
Charlie Mangiardi:
"I am a parishioner of Holy Name of Mary, the Church
mentioned in this opinion piece. I do not know Mr. Mangiardi, or his family. I havebeen very active in a variety of
Ministries in our parish for 25 years.
I am afraid that this column presents a somewhat
skewed view of our parish and what happened. We went
through a very difficult and painful time, and in fact, Jerry
Gentile was dismissed from the priesthood. I think it's also
fair to point out that charges against him were dismissed
by the court. Also, to my knowledge there was never any
accusation thatKen Jesselli 'was a molester.' There were
other issues, which were never publicly revealed, but never
an accusation of molestation.
As far as our 'parish being run into the ground',
evidently Mr. Mangiardi has not been around for quite a
while. We are working hard to bring Christ into the world,
through numerous vibrant ministries, hundreds of children
in catechetical programs, outreaches to the poor, the sick,
midnight runs, prolife efforts, and exceptional work by our
pastor, pastoral associate, and deacon.

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right
to write headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces

I am pleased that Mr. Mangiardi has re-connected
with his faith at Boston College, and Iwish him well. Perhaps a bit more charity on his part towards the institutional church which created Boston College is in order."
Tom Faranda
In response to "On the Culture of Drink" by Joseph

Pasquinelli :
"If you truly want to be comprehensive in addressing the problem, your hopes should be that freshmen
are drinking beer rather than hard alcohol. There are
two simple and undeniable facts at play here: First, it is
much easier to buy a handle of cheap vodka off an older
cousin or sibling and sneak it into a freshmen dorm in
a backpack than it is a case of beer. Second: it is also
much easier to drink oneself into a dangerous state when
you are taking shots compared to drinking beers. Make
sanctions harsher for hard alcohol and reward those
underclassmen who are drinking more responsibly by

drinking beer."
Anonymous

submitted to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include the author's
connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters
and columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by email to editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The
Heights, 113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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OPINIONS

Intelligence versus intimidation

Post-Pandora

Thumbs
nonsense
U.S.A.! U.S.A.! 30 years
after the miracle on ice, the
U.S. men's hockey team has
once again soundly beaten a
top dog hockey team (only this
time without all the tense Cold
War undertones). The Sundaynight 5-3 victory over Canada
cemented TU/TDs love of all
tilings hockey (wait, that was
obvious before?)

CJ GUSTAFSON

-

Victory

-

Eagles have plenty

to cheer about this weekend

after the much-needed win
over the Tar Heels Saturday
and a redemptive win over
our other Beantown rivals,
Northeastern, on Sunday (despite a disheartening loss on
FViday). Keep the momentum
up over break, boys, and regain
the first spot from smug New

Hampshirites.
Thursday's pub
night comes at a good time
for the 21+ crowd to convene
for some final on-campus
brews before the student body

Pub Night

escapes the Boston winter. The
meeting of upperclassmen in a

safe and fun atmosphere could
maybe be considered a test run
for a campus pub. Now who
thought ofthat?
Bapst Late Night

-

There is

a

very select group of individuals

who voluntarily and repetitively frequent Gargan Hall during
the wee hours of the morning.
TU/TD is unfortunately one of
them. Here's a shout out to the
dedicated procrastinators who
have returned for more second
semester. See you in the dawn's
early light.
Dalai Lama The holy man
visited the president in snowy
Washington D.C. this week and t
proved that not all spiritual
leaders arc uptight (looking
your way, Benedict XVI). After
sprinkling snow at the onslaught ofpress, he eluded them
for asking "silly questions."
Who doesn't love a Zen master
with a bit of an attitude?
-

What constitutes reasonable

suspicion for search and seizure here
on campus? What's the difference
between a backpack of books and a
backpack of Natties on a Saturday
night? How do we draw the line between a car full of innocent students
coming from a late movie showing
and a caravan of stoned kids? Police
officers on campus have a difficult job.
They walk a fine line between moderators of dorm safety and overzealous
badgers looking for action. Unfortunately, either way, students end
up perceiving these men and women
of the badge as the "bad guy." No
one wants to waste their time being
stopped and treated as a perpetrator
for having one too many economics
books in their bag. At the same time,
it's never fun to pour Svedka down the
sink and flush cash down the toilet.

Each scenario elicits similar reactions:
animosity and confusion.
Maybe because Boston College does
not have the concentration of crime as
does an inner city or larger campus,
officers feel compelled to look for even
the minutest deviation from the rules.
This behavior is reflected by those hired
to pose undercover as young college
students, who stand outside of Upper
Campus to make sure backpacks only
contain books on weekends. Another
item is the radical parking fines, some
around $75, for parking in Section E
when you were supposed to be in F.
In a time of economic recession
when endowments are not what they
were a decade ago, it's hard to comprehend the need for Dodge Chargers with
16 city miles to the gallon on campus.
The campus is around 381 acres, most
areas of which are inaccessible to cars
or require moderate speed to maneuver
the turns and multitude of stop signs
safely, not to mention all the crosswalks
and speed bumps. If someone steals
a muffin from Corcoran Commons, a
hemi-powered vehicle with 368-horse
power and 395 pounds per foot of

Democracy The UGBC presidential elections this past week
were marred by underwhelming
voter turnout, with only a little
under 3,000 students bothering
to vote. With this in mind, this
newspaper endorses a new politics. Throw off your shackles!
To the barricades!
-

Bapst Gamers One group of
Bapst late night is less loved,
when toiling in Bap Bap for
a rugged all-nighter is tough
enough as it is. But when
you look over to your table
mates only to find them not
-

entrenched in their Financial
Accounting, but rather playing World of Worldcraft until
7a.m., it's pretty disheartening.
You might feel less guilty playing your games in a library, but
you don't have TU/TD fooled.

Vending Machines If the
school is going to have them,
and charge exorbitant prices
for a pack of gum, then at least
keep them well stocked. Midterm season is upon us, and
students want to be assured
that when they want to indulge
in a healthy snack ofKettle
chips and Twizzlers after 12
hours in O'Neill, they won't be
faced with rows of empty metal
spirals. Buzzkill.
-

Family Guy

-

The increasingly

lackluster cartoon show hit

new lows this week (yes, new
PC lows are apparently possible after an abortion spoof)
when a recent episode targeted
Sarah Palin's two-year-old
son. What more could you
expect from a show written by

torque is probably not necessary.
can't think of many places where

I
such

sheer force would be needed to safely
track down a perpetrator. This model
of police cruiser is more commonly
utilized by state highway troopers who
have to cover lengthy expanses of open
freeway at high speeds. Having such
police cars at BC is similar to buying
Ducati fuel-injected motorcycles to
patrol the grounds of the Vatican.
Another item of concern is that
I'm of legal voting age, yet not always
treated like it. I vote for my state and
federal officials who oversee the law
enforcement agencies. I also pay taxes
on my car and almost anything I buy.
This all goes to provide the salaries of
police officers. One may object that
BC does not pay its officers directly
through the state, but I also shell out
around $53,000 a year to go here. As
much as students pay for an education, they also pay for respect and out
of classroom learning experiences. In
essence, these may be even more important than a calculus test or a book
by Plato. Some of the most striking
and life-changing experiences a student at BC may have are with a police
officer. However, instead of learning
their lesson, many students remember
how they were instantly accused of
breaking rules and were spoken to in a
terse and derogatory manner, littered
with curses, leading to frustration
instead ofrepentance. It's difficult to
reach a resolution to a situation when
one side is meant to feel intimidated

and at a loss for words, except for
those the officer wishes to put in his
or her mouth.
I acknowledge that we, as students,
make mistakes. I also recognize and am
thankful for the safety I am provided
around the clock here at BC. I'm sure
there are a number of great police
officers here that are willing to work
with the students in a cordial manner.
Maybe there are even some who can
remember what it was like when they
were of college age and were not perfect, yet understood that it was easier
to solve a problem when both parties
are given the opportunity to defend
themselves before being accused with a
multitude of wrongdoings. FVom what
I've experienced so far, many of the
police officers are not even on the same
page as one another, repeating the
same questions the other has already
asked. I'd think they would be practically telepathic given all the expensive
communication items they have in their
vehicles, and the multitude of times
I've seen their cars parallel to each
other, talking with the windows down.
Either way, though we all have to work
together, with a tone of respect, if we
would like an environment that is void of
both crime and animosity. Students have
four years at this school, and it would be
great if officers were able to remember
what their four years were like.
CJ Gustafson is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
cgustafson@bcheights.com.

The less-than-golden key society

Thumbs
Down

Tyler Hughes

Hayley Trahan-Liptak

Congratulations, you've been accepted to a selective and prestigious
society. You have been identified as one
of the few who are eligible for this exclusive honor. But before you accept your
membership, you must send $80 dollars
to the organization.
Freshmen and some sophomores may
read this paragraph and think it describes
an e-mail scam, one of those irresistible
offers that promise you'll receive a cruise
or a million dollars if you only forward the

sender your credit card number.
But juniors and seniors recognize
this offer for what it is, an invitation and acceptance from the Golden
Key Honor Society. Self-classified as
the "world's premier collegiate honor
society," Golden Key states its mission
as "enabling members to realize thenpotential." In their multiple recruitment
e-mails and letters, the society claims
substantial benefits, including scholarships, course discounts, and a cord to
wear at graduation. But the benefits
come with the steep price of an $80
member fee.
Why is Golden Key so expensive?
Shouldn't an organization that recruits
students who have displayed substantial academic ability want to offer you
benefits to join? Boston College's own
Honors Program is highly selective, and
it offers its members special classes and

dorms without any extra fee. Golden
Key's membership dues are more than
twice as much as other honor societies
on campus. Alpha Sigma Nu, the Honor
Society of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, is $30, and most other societies
don't require a fee at all.
Surely Golden Key must use its
money to pay for extensive benefits and
opportunities for its members.
Golden Key brags about both
chapter and national scholarships. Yet
according to the BC chapter's Web site,
our chapter offers only four scholarships, most of them in the amount of
only $300. Scholarships at the National
level, of which there are 60 awards, are
slightly larger, but still exclusive and
limited. The Golden Key Web site differs
on how much it offers students, stating
in several places that it awards more
than $600,000 annually in memberonly scholarships and awards, in other
places, $500,000. The official amount
spent on member-only scholarships and
awards according to the organization's
2008 annual report? $310,000.
Last year, Golden Key took in over
$5.7 million in membership dues. Of
all their income, they spent only 19
percent on member benefits, and over
29 percent on Member Recruitment.
This reminds me of Girl Scout cookies, where, for every $4 per cookie box
you pay, the cute Girl Scouts who sold
them to you will receive less than half a
dollar of the money you give. The only
difference is that the cookies you hold
in your hand are more than just a status
symbol. They actually taste good.
What other benefits does Golden
Key use its dues for? They advertise
benefits, but those benefits are from

FROM HERE TO RESERVOIR

BY SAL CIPRIANO

partner organizations that donate
thousands of dollars to Golden Key
to have their name used. The benefits
certainly don't look like a reason to
charge over $80.
In Massachusetts, there are six active Golden Key chapters, and Boston
College's chapter seems by far the most
active, with more events this year than
all of the other area schools combined.
Yet, members of the organization" need
only attend two meetings a year, one if
the member joins as a senior, to receive
the organization's benefits.
Then there is the claim that Golden
Key is exclusive. I don't intend to minimize the academic accomplishments
of members, as I am sure they have
worked hard and have been honored for
those accomplishments. Golden Key's
Web site states they accept the top 15
percent of undergraduate students, and
BC's Chapter states that invitations are
given to sophomores with GPAs greater
than 3.6 and upper classmen with
GPAs greater than 3.4. Ask around
though, and it seems as if every upperclassman has received an invitation,
even some who don't appear to meet
the qualifications.
If the organization accepts so many
students, is it really an honor? If it
awards so few scholarships and opportunities, is it really a key to the future?
It certainly doesn't look Golden. If
you'd still like to have a cord, I've heard
they sell rope at Wal-mart, and I bet it
costs less than $80.

Hayley Trahan-Liptak is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.

If you are one of the 25 million
people who saw the huge-budget movie
Avatar over the last two months, and
I would be willing to bet that you are,
you were probably blown away. Many
people consider this movie to have
been utterly life-changing. It was so
popular that the term "post -Avatar depression" has surfaced, as many people
have become truly depressed over the
thought of not being able to live on the
mystical planet Pandora with the Na'vi,
its native people. While most viewers
are not among those who became clinically depressed or even contemplated
suicide, I have yet to meet someone
who was not completely overwhelmed
by how incredible this movie was. Everyone who

talks about Avatar cannot
stop praising it as possibly the greatest
movie ever made.
Why? "Because it looked so incredible!" "Because the special effects were
revolutionary!" because I've never seen
anything like it!" Everyone who raves
about this movie refuses to move past
the fact thatAvatar looked good. While
it is indisputable that the computer
animation was exceptional and groundbreaking, few people seem to accept that
computer-generated imagery cannot
possibly make a movie great on its own.
The widely-ignored reality was that Avatar was a good movie, but not nearly "the
best movie ever." In fact, to even consider
it for such a running is ridiculous.
Walking out of the theater, my first
thought was that Avatar was probably a 7
or 8 on a scale of 1 to 10. It was certainly
enjoyable and exciting, but lacking in
many aspects that are essential to a
great movie. I may not be a movie critic,
but it was quite apparent that the acting was sub-par. This is of course to be
expected from the lack-luster cast (Sam
Worthington and Michelle Rodriguez
were particularly offensive). The plot was
simple, too, and not in a good way. Its
straightforward, typical conflicts and climaxes were stale and oddly reminiscent
of past movies (Disney's Pocahantas and
Dances with Wolves, for example). Despite
a nearly three-hour runtime, character
development was thin, as James Cameron sacrificed it for shots offloating
mountains. Most readers will probably
consider theseobservations too harsh
and say that I should just ignore these
complaints and enjoy the movie. That is
the problem the best way to enjoy the
movie was to ignore the glaring flaws and
focus on the special effects.
I don't want to come off as too much
of a stickler about special effects. I want
the movies I watch to look good. I am a
diehard fan of The Matrix, The Lord of
the Rings, and The Dark Knight, to name
a few visually stunning movies. However,
what made these movies great, and
Avatar only good, was the fact that they
were about more than visual effects.
Yes, everyguy has repeatedly watched
the office building fight scene in The
Matrix over and over again or the epic
battle outside Gondor in The Lord ofthe
Rings, but these movies had a depth and
excitement that drew one in. Everyone
is on the edge of their seat when the
Joker is interrogated by Batman in The
Dark Knight because the viewers are
immersed in the erratic psychopathy of
the Joker. No cognizant person actually
cares when the Na'vi retaliates against
the humans in Avatar because everyone
knows what is going to happen, and has
known for the last hour.
The idea that our culture will consider a movie to be so perfect for its CGI,
arguably the least important aspect, is a
disturbing testament to our short attention spans and absent-minded aversion
to a solid movie that might involve some
thinking. Worse, the extreme success
that tliis film has met will just help to
continue a downward spiral of shunning
sparks of brilliance for shallow, flashy
blockbusters. The Avatar fan is to Ins
new 3D glasses as a small rodent is to
a shiny piece of tin foil. Tins movie is
nothing but a visual stunner.
So to all the fervent Avatar fans out
there: Stop fooling yourselves. James
Cameron succeeded in making an exceptionally attractive movie with cool,
new technology and a massive budget,
but Avatar was noticeably lacking in
the aspects that make a movie great. It
was entertaining to watch, but no
sane
person would want to live on Pandora.
Life would be painfully monotonous.
-

manatees?

Tyler Hughes is a

staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
thuijhes@bcheigkls.com.
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Scorsese
By Zak

Assoc. Arts

DiCaprio render insanity contagious

Daniels, a U.S. marshal
snooping around Shutter Island, a mental
institution for the criminally insane, located
on a cliff-laden and rat-infested island,
11 miles east of Boston Harbor. Initially,
Daniels hunts for one Rachel Salando, an
escaped patient-prisoner who had drowned
her three children. But when Salando inexplicably returns andDaniels decides to stay,
character, Teddy

Jason
&

&

Review Editor

"You act like insanity is catched,"Leonardo DiCaprio retorts, giving up his gun and
glancing up from under his fedora. The officer merely smirks, a face of insanity itself.
DiCaprio looks at his partner Chuck (Mark
Ruffalo) forreassurance, but his eyes remain
els ewhere.
SHUTTERISLAND:
Only a woman,
Martin Scorsese
a deranged
Paramount Pictures
and shackled
woman with
glowing ghoulish eyes, grants him proper
attention. She gestures for him to shush.
The camera locks onto her for an excruciating moment. DiCaprio stares, unnerved.
He has entered the institution, and he
may never leave. So begins Shutter Island.
Nestling into Boston, Martin Scorsese
follows up The Departed with Shutter Island,. Based on the 2003 novel of the same
name, this marks the most perverse, stylized, and ruthless adaptation of a Dennis
Lehane story (including Clint Eastwood's
Mystic River and Ben Affleck's Gone Baby
Gone). The film centers around DiCaprio's

it becomes clear that the marshal has much
deeper personal motives on Shutter Island.
As he slinks through hidden cemeteries,

leaky corridors, and Nazi-inspired lavish
living rooms, he looks for another alleged
patient, Laedis, a man with a scar from his
forehead to his lip who we only see in Daniels' dreams. Daniels believes Laedis killed
his wife, Delores (an evocative and elusive
Michelle Williams). The orderlies, psychiatrists, patients, and sometimes even his
partner, however, seem intent on thwarting
Darnels from his quest. As the movie, a deceptive two and a half hours long, spins out
of control, we constantly question who's on
Daniel's side, who's giving him the right information, who wants him dead,who wants
to lobotomize him, and who's slipping hallucinogenics into his Lucky Strike cigarettes.

This might not be DiCaprio's most
stellar performance with Scorsese {The
Departed, Gangs of New York, The Aviator), but it's probably his most alluring.
For virtually every scene, whether in the
lair of the German doctor, on the hunt in
the midst of a hurricane, in a gruesome
flashback to WWII, or an unsettling, The
Sftmireff-inspired dream sequence, the
camera seamlessly flows with DiCaprio's
intent face. In an interview with Esquire
this month, Martin Scorsese proclaimed,
"[DiCaprio's] presence before the camera
magnetizes us instantly, draws us into a
mystery, compels us to follow him." As the
camera glides from the ground, often in a
slow, horrifying steadicam, DiCaprio's roving, relentless detective carries us through.
Beyond the lead's presence, Scorsese
does wondrous work translating Lahane's
horror noir onto the screen, full of his
signature hardboiled dialogue with lines
like, "I've had my dark days. I suppose
most people do. The difference is most
people don't kill their husbands with an ax."
A lot ofpeople attacked Avatar and said,
"I've seen this before. I've seen Fern Gully,
Dances With Wolves, and Apocalypse Now."

Bridges breaks barrier in 'Heart'
MichelleKaczmarek
Heights Senior Staff

By

To ask what makes a good film is to
ask what a film should do what we
ask of a film, and what we find in a film.
When award season comes around, it
would seem obvious that these questions are then put to the test, but, more
often than not, this isn't the ease. Oftentimes, the answers can be found without
even trying, in the
CRAZY HEART
small gems living
Scott Cooper
outside the sensaButcher's Run
tionalism of Hol\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605?&
lywood favorites.
Crazy Heart is a film that doesn't seek
to answer these questions explicitly.
Instead, it lets the answers linger below
the surface, intelligible yet still sensible.
Without the veneer of typical Hollywood
aspirations, the film unfolds as the story
of an alcoholic, Bad Blake (Jeff Bridges),
whorides the lyrics and fame of his past.
An embittered has-been who taught the
famous Tommy Sweet (Colin Farrell) how
to play guitar with a heart only belonging to real country, he insists, I wrote, I
don't write. Living off the remains of his
success while simultaneously degrading
all that remains of it, Blake coasts in his
rusty Silverado from small town veuues
to bowling alley concerts until he fosters
a relationship with a journalist, Jean
(Maggie Gyllenhaal), and her son, Buddy
-
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(Jack Nation). Suddenly, he is faced with
thereality of his existence and the repercussions of a life that is anything but led.
Bridges, nominated for an Oscar for

his role in the
allows his character to breathe and exist listlessly and
poetically in the narrative space there
is no pretense. Blake evolves out of the
movie,

-

shadows with the help of the steady
hand of Bridges. Familiar in so many
ways, there is only so much that you
can find in the twinkle of Blake's eyes.
Through movements, a cough, a pause,
a flick of his guitar, Blake emerges with
a soul that can't be grasped. You come
to understand him in a moment, and at
the same time, his character can only
be the sum of all those intimate moments pulled together. Heartbreaking,
his times on stage with a guitar are a
reprieve of sincerity and beauty. Producer and songwriter, T-Bone Burnett,
composed original music for the film,
and it is through many of these songs
that Blake finds his own redemption.
Written and directed by Scott Cooper,
Crazy Heart emerges out ofa rather simple and familiar story into a film that tells
a new tale with the inspiration of a life redeemed through intricate performances
and quiet scenes of contemplation. With
so much sincerity and ease, combined
with a knowledge of detailed moments
and a care for capturing beauty in each
shot, the genuine pause of what could be

an arbitrary life becomes so much more.
An eclectic cast of supporting actors
enthusiastically shares the stage with
Bridges. Gyllenhaal, who also has been
nominated for her role in the film, in
many ways gives too much credit to a
character that has her own debilitating
faults. Nevertheless, she is a delight to
watch, if only to witness her character's
relationship with Bridges unfold while
she learns her own hard lessons. There
is not a single fault to be found in the
group portrait of all these characters
as they cross paths with Blake. In each
relationship, there is something new to
be discovered. Even in something as
simple as the conversations between a
young superstar like Sweet and his unfettered mentor, can a certain something
lingering between the lines be found.
Resisting the typical happy ending and easy resolve, the story ultimately settles upon the inner demons that can haunt an individual.

Through this concentration, you come
to care so much about the characters
and about a life and a struggle that
aren't as far away as they might seem.
Unassuming at its best moments, Crazy
Heart seizes the stage whenleast expected. The film exerts a sense of tranquility
through its darkest moments, leaving the
audience in a certain state of mind. A
state of mind that might just answer the
question: What should a movie do? \u25a0

Leonardo DiCaprio and Mark Ruffalo star as U.S. marshals trapped within an insane asylum.
We've seen Scorsese's horror film before,
the twisted psychological thriller. A moment
will emerge in the film and you will think, "I
know this movie. I know what's going to happen." We've seen Fight Club and The Sixth
Sense. But predictability and originality of
narrative are the tritest aspects by which to
critique a movie. Shakespeare wrote some
of the most obvious tales in history, but he

Title

turned out okay. The difference between the
same story feeling cliched or inspired, the
difference between a dark day and murdering your husband with an ax, is the way you
tell it. Scorsese is a majestic storyteller,
and DiCaprio is an enthralling character.
Shutter Island doesn't shy away from its
unoriginality. It embraces it, elevates it,
and makes the tale feelfresh once again. \u25a0
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4. Percy Jackson and
the Olympians
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1. Shutter Island
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6. Dear
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8. Crazy Heart
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2

10. Edge of Darkness
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?WEEKEND GROSS FIGURES IN MILLIONS

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction
1. Worst Case, James Patterson

3. Flirt, Laurell K. Hamilton

4. Winter Garden, Kristin Hannah
5. The Lost Symbol, Dan Brown
6. Secrets ofEden, Chris Bohjalian
7. Kisser, Stuart Woods

8. The Swan Thieves, Elizabeth Kostova
9. Roses, Leila Meacham
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

Jeff Bridges stars as a washed-up music man alongside Maggie Gyllenhaal in perhaps his strongest performance yet in Crazy Heart.

ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLI

Streep can't match Child: the book vs. the film
By Krysia Wazny
Heights Staff

The book is always better than the
movie. This is a pretty commonly held
stereotype, and one that I generally
agree with. Therefore,
when I purchased the
book Julie and Julia after having already seen
and enjoyed the movie,
I expected something
at least equal to, if not
better than, the film.
A couple chapters in,
I was already disappointed. Julie's reflections are generally shallow, a bit crass, and the
book never comes close
to something that could

be deemed great literature. However, because
I've never been one to
give up on a book. 1
kept chugging along to the end. I'm
glad I did. Though she doesn't become
significantly more cultured as the story
progresses, it is an entertaining and
interesting work.

For those unfamiliar with the movie,
the main characters are Julie Powell, an
unfulfilled government worker, and Julia
Child, the chef who made French cooking accessible to the everyday American. The book is written entirely from
the perspective of
Julie Powell. Seeking
greater satisfaction
in life, she decides to
cook through the 524
recipes in Julia Child's
Mastering the Art of
French Cooking in one
year and blog her
journey along the way.
As would be expected,
she encounters numerous trials along
the way. The book
also offers brief snapshots of moments in
the life of Julia Child
that are relevant to
Julie's adventures.
Julie Powell isn't exactly a bad writer.
She uses correct grammar and tells
the story well. If these were the only
elements essential to great writing,
then you might as well call her Charles

Dickens. Unfortunately for Julie, it
takes a bit more effort to make a novel
worthy ofbeing called a work of art. Her
background in blogging shines through
clearly in this work, which is largely
written in a stream of consciousness.
Despite the trite adage to "never judge
a book by its cover," the cover of a book
can give one an idea of what to expect.
Though the movie might have promised
something deeper, the cover shouts
"chick lit," and that it is.
That being said, if you can adjust
to Julie's style, Julie and Julia is an
entertaining read. It kept me laughing out loud as I read about the ways
Julie approaches various catastrophes.
Furthermore, it's an interesting topic,
which is, no doubt, why it was made
into a movie. Julie is incredibly honest,
which will make readers laugh at points
and just feel uncomfortable at others. By
the end of the book, the reader will feel
like he or she truly knows Julie, inside
and out. Reading about cooking is also
surprisingly exciting. It really compels
you to try it out for yourself. I had to
stop myself from going out and buying
Mastering the Art ofFrench Cooking and
"pulling a Julie Powell" of my own. \u25a0

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

Meryl Streep stars as Julia Child in iulie and Julia, based on Julie Powell's moving memoir.
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Urbanity puts the urbane back in dance
By Kristen House
Arts & Review Editor

The title of the fledgling Urbanity
Dance Company's latest show, Big Red
Door and Other Stories, was unassuming enough. Suggestive of an ethereal
fairytale, perhaps, with the big red door
serving as a gateway to a world offantasy,
and fantastical the show was. Utterly
relatable, like leafing through the pages
of a favorite children's book, it was not.
Urbane, esoteric, interpretive, eccentric,
Urbanity Dance Group's 27members presented a miraculous vision that featured
collaborations between local musicians,
choreographers, and world concerns to
re-interpret the norm.
Urbanity Dance Company actually has
strong roots in Boston College. Director
Betsi Graves Akerstein holds a B.A. in
English from the university and also participated in the BC Dance Ensemble. She
formed Urbanity just two years ago, and
since then has become a tour de force in
the artistic world.
Big Red Door and Other Stories was
held at Boston University's Dance Studio,
an intimate, Bonn Theater-esque venue
with nothing but a smooth black floor and
stark red curtain. The opening number,
"Big Red Door," choreographed by Akerstein, was explained in the program as
a "post-modern take on time travel, time
spasms, births and deaths, memories and
dreams, [inspired by] Kurt Vonnegut's
Slaughterhouse Five." Dancers came out
in plain black shorts and gray, long-sleeve
shirts, with three mobile red doors for the

as a stark contrast to post-intermission
"Little Black Dress," choreographed again
by Akerstein, which featured unadorned
nude leotards. Akerstein's coming-of-age
piece with six women exuded glamour in
a different way, with crisp spotlights and

lovely arabesques. Intriguingly, "Black
Dress" used instrumental versions of well
known favorites hke Panic at the Disco's
"I Write Sins Not Tragedies" and Kanye
West's "Love Lockdown."
The second to last piece, "Big White
Moon," choreographed by fellow BC
graduate KK Apple, was a vision ofpurple
dresses and spotlights. Dancers appeared
absolutely luminescent in their deep
purple sundresses, lamenting the passing
of their childhood. The last movement,
"Green Grass Grows," choreographed by
Akerstein, was a homage to grass (the
lawn kind get your mind out of the gutter). "Grows" featured 19 of the dancers,
dressed in Downey-fresh white, with each
holding a small square of AstroTurf, commenting, perhaps, on our belief that we
each own a little part of this world, or even
more simply on the loveliness of rolling
around in the grass on a bright day.
Certainly, Big Red Door was a mind
broadener. Urbanity dancers did not
-

Dancers pause in an athletic jog during "Big
set. The dancers torqued their bodies into
flexible, interdependent tableaus and used
the doors to hang, spin, and slam. Akerstein clearly set the tone that Urbanity was
not going to aim for the lowest common
denominator of dance.
Akerstein's "Little Blue Dot" followed
a similarly cerebral thread, attempting to
embody the isolation of humanity relying

Moon," a piece about leaving behind adolescence and quite literally charging into adulthood.
digitized maps, following ourselves
as a flashing blue dot on the screen. Languid developpes, pas de poisons, balattes,
and unfocused stares characterized the
movement dancers Whitney Hoke, Tabitha
on our

Liversidge, and Kat Pantos. Further, the
piece had live accompaniment with Rene
Moore on the clarinet, David CalvinRobbins on the piano, and Ethan Wood on the

violin. Akerstein explained that the music
behind "Blue Dot" was not conceived until
the movement was already decided.
The diversification of the program
continued with pre-intermission "Red
Smoke Rises," choreographed by Michelle Chasse. It was a high energy, bigband number, with crimson lighting and
variations on black costumes, serving

pander to pop music tastes or escapist
themes, but instead flaunted and capitalized on cerebrality. A celebration of our
own power to analyze. Keep up with these
talented BC grads and their company
and see Versus, coming to the BU Dance
Theater on April 30 and May 1. To find
out more about the company, visit www.
urbanitydance.org. \u25a0

Some dirty love triangles and European accents
George's King's English and sophisticated
presence, leaves Manus in the dust, which
' ultimately leads to the disappearance of
George a situation which we can only
deduct was due to actions on the part of a
-

Manus blinded by jealous rage. Before the
plot takes a turn for the dastardly, though,

KEVIN HOU / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Zach Desmond

(A&S '12), stars

as Dan Dolte in Translations, a stirring performance featuring guest directorCarmel O'Reilly.

'Translations', from AlO
hef hearing is in fine shape, and her
inability to speak is of a much deeper,
psychological sort. Manus also suffered
from a physical debilitation, as he suffered
a:i injury as a child that left him with an

overwhelminglimp. Graham executedthis
awkward deformity skillfully, to the degree
where it was sometimes uncomfortable
to watch him scale the steps of the set
to fetch provisions for his demanding
father.
A dirty love triangle serves as the dra-

matic meat of the play, including Manus,

Marie, and George, (Seth Byrum, A&S
'11,), an English soldier who came with
his stodgy and strict commanding officer,
Captain Lancey, (Bryan Bernfeld, A&S
'11), to appraise the Irish countryside
and create a map. Marie, smitten with

there are quite a few comedic interludes
that garnered a great deal of laughter from
the audience. The two designated comics
in the cast are Dan Dpalty and Bridget,
played by Zach Desmond, A&S '12, and
Claire Mathoit, A&S '12, respectively.
Desmond was limber and jovial in his facial expressions and speech, and Mathoit
was almost drunkenly taken with Doalty's
antics, making for a pair that assured
laughter whenever they entered a scene.
As the play was set primarily in a
school, it was fitting to incorporate a series of lessons in etymology and history.
However, at some point it became evident
that it may have been a good idea to bring
my edition ofLarousse Latin. Though the
cast executed their convoluted definitions of a variety of words with apparent
ease and the decidedly homeless Jimmy
Jack, played by Dafydd Rees, broke from
his muttering in the corner and spat out
a Latin phrase every now and then, it
was during these moments that the plot
became altogether dry and glaze-over

worthy.
Though we were meant to understand
that all of the characters were speaking
in their mother tongue of either English
or Gaelic, thankfully, the lingua franca of
the play was English. A scene taking place
between Maire and Lt. George, after they
emerge smitten from a parish dance, has
them speaking to one another in their
respective languages and understanding
nothing but their mutual attraction. The
experience for the viewer is that ofbeing
a bilingual fly on the wall undoubtedly,
-

an intriguing sensation.
Storyline and set aside, the most
delicious aspects of the production were
the English and Irish accents that the
cast had to assume. European accents
typically hold a tender place in the hearts
of American English speakers, so to be
entranced for a few hours by the bubbly
tongue of an Irishman and the smooth
elegance of a few Red Coats was a treat

for the ears.
As is typical for Bonn Theater productions, the cast was small, consisting
of only 10 characters. Each was skilled in
his or her own right, but as the play interwove comedie and tragic elements, there
were scenes in which certain characters
inherently drew a more commanding and
believable presence. \u25a0

Getting us talking about semi-automatics Bapst art
Monologues, from AlO
including the BC-specific terms, such as
"the Main Gate," or, for the freshmen,
"Keyes South." This presentation was
a forum of frankness, and if any women
were clucking in disapproval at these
relatively benign comments, they were
going to be in for a whole heck of a lot
more.
Examples ofbold hilarity came in the
form ofCarr's monologue, entitled "My
Angry Vagina," which went on a strongly
worded tirade about "dry f? ing wads of
cotton" (a.k.a tampons), the demeaning
nature of gynecological exams, replete
with rubber gloves and a Nancy Drew
flashlight, and the obnoxious propensity for companies to make women buy

products that make their nether-regions
smell like "rain."
Earlier in the program, Libby McKnight, A&S '11, struck a chord with the
crowd as the uptight Brit who took part
in a vagina workshop and discovered
her womanhood in a whole new light.
Probably nowhere else in the universe
would the line, "I've lost my clitoris, I
shouldn't have worn it swimming!" have
fit in so seamlessly.
Perhaps nothing made the crowd
laugh and / or squirm more than the
"Woman Who Loved to Make Vaginas
Happy," wliich came in the manifestation of Lauren Tripolitis, A&S '10.
Tripolitis played a woman who, as the
title suggests, enjoyed being the source
of pleasure for other women. The most
memorable part of her monologue was
her string of imitations of various moans,
including the Irish Catholic moan ("Oh,
help me father") and the WASP moan
(silence). Ifthe Vagina Monologues have
an 11:00 number, then this one was it.
This flaunting of suggestive noises was a
bold encouragement to all women to air
seemingly private impulses with a dash
of reasoned recklessness. Monologues,
after all, is always encouraging women

Winter Art Gallery, from AlO

to talk.

The balancing weight to level out
the comedic spectrum were the notso-happy facts, such as the one that
130 million women and girls will suffer
from female genital mutilation per year.
Furthermore, there were the not-sohappy monologues like "My Vagina
Was My Village," with Margaret Howe,
A&S '10, playing a ravaged rape victim
similar to those in Bosnia and Kosovo.
Howe donned a demure shawl and thick
accent, bringing us into the fold of her
pain that knew no bounds. A young
woman tortured by soldiers with guns
and sadistic inclinations, it was impossible to not feel paralyzed by sickness by
the monologue's end.
Other pieces with a somber bent
were a woman with a cheating husband
("Hair" with Deirdre McCourt, A&S
'12), and a 72-year-old woman with a
self-revelatory experience ("The Flood"
with Allison Russell, A&S '12). In addition, there were other women ravaged by
the atrocities of war in "Say It" (Rachel
Wojciechowski, LSOE '12, Eva Hughes,
CSON '13, Jenny Driscoll, LSOE '10,
and Annie Spencer, A&S '12), which
dealt with Japanese "comfort women,"
essentially women sold into sexual prostitution during the war, who are looking
for redemption in their old age (most
were approximately 80 years of age).
These women delivered shudder-worthy
lines when they explained what they had
become: "Ruined." "Holes." "Meat."
"Silence." All they yearn for is a formal
apology from the Japanese government
for its role in the prostitution scandal
before their time passes on for good.
"V-Day Spotlight: A Teenage Girl's
Guide to Surviving Sex Slavery" picked
up on these threads addressed in "Say
It," with the story of a young African
girl. Her soul gravitated within four
talented, strong young women, Kim Foskett, A&S '10, Lorna Greene, A&S '10,
Maggie Brevig, GSSW '10, and Margaux

keyboard strokes to interpret a multimedia piece created with oil paint and
string by Natalia Almonte, A&S '10.
Poetry was read by Caitlin Lahsaiezadeh, A&S '13, Madeline McSherry, A&S
'11, Anne Lyons, A&S '10, and Keresztes,
as well as professors Susan Roberts and
John Anderson, both of the English

department.
Roberts also based her poem on
Chin's "Self Portrait." She said that
she usually goes through a process of
refinement when writing poetry, most
often typing it on a computer. But for
this event, due to the 24-hour time constraint, that was not the case. [Keresztes] said she wanted it raw," Roberts
said. "It is raw." Her poem delivered
lines that engaged her audience such
as, "There is never enough knowledge,
never. The only alternative is a cave, a
tomb."
The paintings of Kelly McConnaughey, A&S '10, vibrantly colored
large canvases that filled the entire main
room ofthe gallery, were the inspiration
for a number of the poems that were
recited. McConnaughey's artwork depicted consequential emotions of love
and sexuality.
"A lot of it is about negative emotions like isolation and regret," McConnaughey said. These feelings are common
but rarely expressed, she said. One attendee of the gallery who was overheard
talking about McConnaughey's painting
entitled "Full of Grace," said, "This one's
my favorite, it breaks my heart."
Other artwork included photography
by Cat Gogel, LSOE '13, taken in Thailand and Venice, a sculpture of a heart
entitled "Valentine's Day" by Margaret
Lawrence, A&S 12, and a painting by
Kate McAdams, A&S '12, of saluting
uniforms of soldiers, their bodies blending into the surrounding atmosphere of
sea and sky. \u25a0
"
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Kyra Shekitka (CSOM '10) performed as a ebullientcheerleader in the Vagina Monologues.
Labaudiniere, A&S '12. These women
outlined the grim realities ofhow to deal
with male domination during wartime
with tips that could take you out of the
moment. "Imagine you are dancing,"

they said. "Don't look into his eyes,"
they cautioned. And most importantly,
"Never use his name."
In the end, Thalia Goldstein, A&S
'10, brought us back to the miraculous
side of the vagina, performing its most
basic biological miracle of giving birth.
She noted that as her daughter gave
birth, the concept of a vagina transformed from a remote, disgusting topic
into a "wide, red, pulsing heart."

Perhaps that was the meaning of the
draped red cloth behind the actresses
after all. It was not an obyious "V," but
a subtle heart, reminding humanity that
when it comes to vaginas in particular
and women in general, respectful discussion of our darkest fears, anxieties, and
adorations can only breed a stronger love
for our bodies.

For any loose ends that the Mono-

logues may have created, interested
students can attend a "Dialogue on the
Monologues" on Feb. 23 at 7 p.m. in Higgins 300, or "Men and the Monologues"
on Feb. 22 at 5 p.m. in the St. Ignatius
Gate first floor study lounge. \u25a0
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Notes on a Scandal

The rule's

Cast trumps a convoluted script

exception

Allison Therrien
You know that saying, "It's the
thought that counts?" It's what mothers always say to disgruntled kids on
Christmas before they've reached the
point at which gift cards are acceptable
presents. Aunts and uncles shower them
with bejeweled headbands and slippers
shaped like penguins, and they whine
later to their parents about how they will
never wear any of it. We learn that it's
"the thought," and not the result, that
matters.

Last week, I watched the newly
recorded "modern" rendition of "We are
the World" the classic charity song,
co-written by Michael Jackson and
Lionel Richie in 1985 for reliefefforts in
Ethiopia and I felt the familiar strain
that occurs when I am struggling between
what I actually think and what I should
think. What I do think is that Lil Wayne
shouldn't be allowed to sing anything
Bob Dylan once sang (or sing anything
at all, really), and what I know I should
think is that it isn't as much about the
music itself as the cause it is supporting,
which begs the question: Does the result
matter more than "the thought?" Or, to
be even more trite, do the ends justify the
means?
The modern adaptation, which is
called "We are the World Live 25" (a
reference to the 25 years since the original song debuted) brought together over
80 artists, including such teeny boppers
as Miley Cyrus and Justin Bieber, modern
favorites such as Josh Groban and Pink,
and classic artists such as Barbara Streisand, Lionel Richie, and Celine Dion.
Richie's involvement would seem
like enough to facilitate that apparent
torch-passing from one generation to
the next, and yet it all feels so unfitting.
Compared with the original which
featured the likes of Michael Jackson,
Tina Turner, Diana Ross, and Billy Joel
this version just looks flashy, with a few
hints of talent. Miley Cyrus's cringe-worthy interpretation of Dionne Warwick's
line in the original is just one example of
the artificial feeling of this performance.
And who called what's-her-facefrom the
Pussycat Dolls?
The intention of this mixing of old
and new is obvious: doing so will reach
the greatest number ofpeople. We are
glad to see the few legends that the
song manages to include, and so are
our parents. YouTube-surfing preteens
will see the likes of Justin Bieber and all
three Jonases and will suddenly become
interested in that Haiti issue they once
heard something about. What worries me
is that a number of the artists are getting
far too caught up in their part in it all.
Lil Wayne is saying in interviews how
incredible he feels having been selected
to perform the line originally sung by Bob
Dylan. To me, that's missing the point,
and it's exactly why a remake of the
original "We are the World" was so risky.
How can this modern version touch the
classic? Just listen to Lil Wayne's Autoluned performance, and you'll agree it
doesn't.
Critics and listeners are bashing the
musical quality of the remake and arguing that the original should not have
been touched. Jay-Z, perhaps the most
famous of these critics, has rightly suggested that the group would have done
better to create an original song, rather
than trying to reimagine a classic. In fact,
just recently he collaborated with both
Bono and Rihanna on "Stranded (Haiti
Mon Amour)," an original song that the
trio wrote and performed at the "Hope
for Haiti Now" benefit concert.
I want to hate this rendition for its
Disney pop-stars and awkward rap segment, but I'm trying to think of it differently. I'm trying to be Machiavellian. Yes,
it pales in comparison to the original,
and it may even tarnish the memory of
the original, but that's probably not how
we should look at it. After all, 1985's "We
are the World" raised over $60 million
in humanitarian aid for Africa. Whether
as a feat of musicianship or an embarrassment, this one's sure to catch your
-

-

By Ana Lopez
Heights Editor
They say you cannot judge a book by
its cover, but I dare say that axiom is not
applicable when it comes to the Boston
College theater department's rendition of
Translations by Brian Friel, which showed

this weekend in the Bonn Theater.
When patrons entered the dimly lit,
black box theater, they could be assured
before the show even began of the fact that
it would not be a tough sit for no other
reason than the fact that they would have
an incredibly intricate and well-designed
set upon which to feast their eyes, attrib-

utable to the foresight of the famed set
designer, Crystal Tiala, associate professor of theater.
Thankfully, the acting lived up to the
quality of the set, though there were undoubtedly times when actors had to fight
to liven what would otherwise have been
a flat and rather affected storyline. The
play, true to its title, is about translations
of all kinds most obviously between
languages, but also between love and
emotions, deeply rooted cultural divides,
and familial relations.
Friel, a prolific playwright, the Arthur
Miller of the Emerald Isle, wrote about a
collection "of Irish peasants,' each with a
-

HEIGHTS EDITOR

connection to a hedge school - or secret
institution founded to combat the Irish
Penal Laws of the 17th century in Donegal. As the first scene opens, we are introduced to the well-meaning, homebody
-

Manus, playedby Chris Graham, A&S 10,
who has refrained from reaching his full
potential to focus his efforts on wooing his
heart's desire, Maire (Alexandra Dirrane,
A&S TO), and taking care of his brilliant,
but belligerent father, Hugh, played by
professional actor Stephen Russell. Manus is tutoring Sarah, a character whose
ability to speak has been debilitated and
now uses gesturing and grunting to communicate. With Manus' tender coaxing,

Sarah eventually masters the phrase,
"My name is Sarah Johnny Sally," but a
traumatic witnessing of infidelity at the
end of the play causes her to eventually
regress into the withdrawn, mute state she
was in before. Sarah was played by Emily
Sellon, A&S '12, in a quite convincing
manner. A difficult condition to master,
Sellon modulated her voice to the point
that, at first, one might think Sarah was
deaf and merely learning to speak through
lip syncing. However, when Sarah serves
as the tattletale catalyst sparking the dramatic climax of the plav, it is evident her

See 'Translations', A

An homage to women

-

-

By

Kristen House

Arts

&

Review Editor

McGuinn 121, home to lecture-style core
classes and electives alike, was transformed from
academic space to female sanctuary this weekend
with the presentation of the Vagina Monologues.
The actresses involved in the Monologues, written
by Eve Ensler, may have only had a plain black
riser with a black curtain behind them with a
draped, red "V" to call a set, but their presence,
physically and emotionally, dominated the entire
breadth of the room.
Clearly, this two-hour show was going to hold a
vastly different educational valuethan any sleepy
9 a.m. course could have. Over 200 women were
interviewed for Ensler's Monologues, and each
were asked two staple questions: If your vagina
could talk, what would it say, and what would
your vagina wear? These answers wove together
throughout the play like the fiery red threads that
every cast member sported over her black ensemble. The Boston College version was directed
by Maggie Carr, A&S '10, and sponsored by the
women's and gender studies programs.
The education about vaginas varied from ec-

SANG LEE / HEIGHTS STAFF

BC students shared stories aboutfemales around the world.
centric, to thoughtful, to manically hilarious, to heart
wrenching. At least one tiling is for sure: These women's
stories were never demure. Within the first five minutes of
the play, the various terminology that women had come
up with for their nether regions was covered extensively,

See Monologues,A
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Literary and visual arts meet in Bapst
By

AndreaKisiel

For The Heights

Creative masterpieces in the
form of artwork, poetry, and song
graced the basement of Bapst
Library Thursday evening during the Winter Gallery opening,
hosted by the Art Club and The
Laughing Medusa, a women's
literature and art publication.
At this gathering of creativity, an
announcement was made about
the future of Boston College's
music scene.

attention.

Students take in the scene at the Winter Gallery Art Show in Bapst.

Jordan Mendoza, Art Club
president and A&S '12, said the
current lack of a music scene at
BC disappoints musicians on
campus each year when Student
Activities Day rolls around.
"We think it's a great scene,"
said Preston Landers, Art Club
executive and CSOM '12. "It's
just not vibrant yet." The hosts

announced a project to energize
the music scene and increase the
exposure of campus musicians
in the beginning of the evening.
As a part of this endeavor, Chorduroy, a free compilation CD to
be distributed across campus, is
currently being produced. The CD
will exclusively feature BC musicians. Contents of Chorduroy will
also be available for download at
bcartclub.com. David Machajewski, Art Club executive and A&S
'12, announced that the next gallery opening on March 18 will celebrate the release of Chorduroy's
first installment. Submissions for
Chorduroy are due by March 10 to
landerpr@bc.edu.
The gallery opening exhibited
some promising musical talent,
along with poetic and artistic
expertise. Amid the paintings,
drawings, and multimedia art,
poets and musicians performed

original work that was written
spontaneously within the preceding 24 hours prior to performance
time. Their assignment was to
write a poem or song interpreting
the student artwork on display.
"It's meant to be a very spontaneous feel with raw emotion,"
said Amy Keresztes, editor of The
Laughing Medusa and A&S '10. "It
takes a lot of nerve."
Rich Hoyt, A&S '12, was the
first musical performer. Guitar in
hand, he played an acoustic arrangement with lyrics that were
meant to be a conversation with
"Self Portrait" by Katie Chin,
CSOM '12. Hoyt enthusiastically
strummed his guitar, singing, "My
love had beautiful, big grape eyes,
and when she cried her tears were

wine." Later, Sammy Karachi,
CSOM '11, used intense and lively

See Winter Gallery, A
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Allison Therrien is the Assistant Arts S3
Review editor of The Heights. She can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com
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Chris Graham, A&S 10and Emily Sellon A&S '12 starred in the Bonn StudioTheater's presentation of Translations, directedby Carmel O'Reilly, Monan Professor in Theater Arts.
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BC grad forms Urbanity Dance Co.
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Shutter Island makes Boston proud.

The film, shot mostly in Massachusetts, sparked a
flood of interest in the psychological thriller, A9
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ACCORDING
Team finally
trusts in flex
BY Zach

My, how
the Heels

TO PLAN

Wielgus

Zach

Sports Editor

for an entire
basketball head coach Sylvia Crawley calls it
"akiller instinct."
Whatever term can be coined for playing
a full 40 minutes, the
Boston CoMega 71
men's basketball team
UNC
67
finally did it in its 71-67
win over North Carolina Saturday.
"Ibelieve we 've got the plan now," said head
coach Al Skinner. "Now we have to execute
it. We have been stuck all year long trying to
figure out what we needed.to do. I think we
have finally settled on what is necessary for
this team."
The Eagle s hung around in the first half, as
they usually do, allowing the Tar Heels to take
a couple of leads,but alwaysknotting the game
up again. At halftime, BC held a one-point
advantage.
It isn't the first half, however, that has
plagued the Eagles all year.
"I wanted to focus myself and the team on
the end of the second half, because that's been
our Achilles' heel all year," said Reggie Jackson,
who earned his first start at point guard. "I
just kept telling them, 'Let's break the mold.'
As long as we can stay in the game or stay up
two points, we've proven to go hard the last
eight minutes."
Initially, it looked to be much more of the
same, as £JNC jumped out to a 46-39 lead in
the opening 2:16 ofthe second half. In that time
span, the Tar Heels converted on every one of
their possessions, grabbing two of their 21 offensive rebounds to put back a miss.

See According to Plan, B3

-
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Wielgus

Over winter break last year, I received a frantic text message from the
editor-in-chief, who, by the way, knew
very little- about sports.
"North Carolina is really good,
right?" she asked.
"Yeah," I responded. "They are the
best team in the country."
"OK, well, if BC still wins tonight,
can you write an article as fast as possible for breaking news?"
I was sure she had jinxed it. Mix
together No. 1 North Carolina, the Dean
Dome, and a painfully unreliable men's
basketball team, and it's hard to believe
the Eagles could blend every facet of
their game perfectly to pull off the
incredible upset.
Somehow, on that fateful January
night, they did though. I'll never forget
Tyrese Rice coolly draining four free
throws with less than 30 seconds to
play to cap off a perfect 40 minutes of
basketball. UNC was untouchable, and
BC needed to be perfect in order to beat
them.
My, how the mighty have fallen.
CBS got sucked into covering a
battle of two underachieving, 3-8 ACC
teams. Although the annual preseason
media poll expected a whimper to follow
BC's roar into the NCAA tournament
last season, predicting a ninth-place
finish, those same pundits expected
UNC to finish tied for first with Duke.
They certainly had the Eagles pegged
right (currently sitting comfortably in
ninth), but the Tar Heels' stupefying
presence in 11th has everyone scratching
their heads even Roy Williams.
"This is February, we shouldn't have
to be saying, 'Box out on every play,'"
Williams said after the game. "And all
that about team confidence, you know
what, I really do think that it's a bunch
of BS. You gotta freakin' play. If my
back is against the wall, and I'm getting
my tail kicked, I'm gonna fight you until
I freakin'die."

call it maintaining focus
game. Boston College women's

Some coaches

,

have fallen

mdre.pkotos.

See A Mighty Fall,'B3
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Baseball takes two of
three in New Orleans
By

Nick Loury

For The Heights
In the wake of Mardi Gras and the
Saints' Super Bowl victory, there are not
many cities in a more festive mood than
New Orleans.
\u25a0Mat*
U
The Boston
Boston CoMefiw 6
College baseball
team, though, traveled to Louisiana this
weekend and crashed the party, winning
two of three games against a talented
Tulane team.
BC lost to Tulane, 14-6, on Sunday,
due in large part to allowing seven runs in
the first inning, from which they were never able to recover. Brandon Boudreauxled
off the inning for Tulane with a single off
BC's starting pitcher, freshman Andrew
Del Colle. Boudreaux then stole second
and was moved to third when Blake Crohan singled to left. After Rob Segedin was
hit by a pitch, Jeremy Schaffer crushed a
grand slam to left field, giving the Green
Wave a 4-0 lead.
Del Colle struck out the next batter
before giving up two singles to Garrett
Cannizaro and Alex Byo. Jamie Bruno
then hit a two- RBI doubleinto right field.
Down 6-0, BC replaced Del Colle with
Dane Clemens, who allowed an RBI single
before getting out of the inning.
John Spatola homered for the Eagles
in the top of the second, but BC could
not get much going offensively the entire
game. On the contrary, Tulane was able
to produce a steady stream ofruns, never
giving BC a chance to get close.

"It was a good way to start the year,"
said head coach Mik Aoki. "We were
disappointed about today, but it's always
good to get a couple of wins on the road
against a quality opponent."
On Saturday, BC shut out Tulane,
12-0, behind starting pitcher Mike
Dennhardt's brilliant performance. The

sophomore allowed only two hits and
five walks in seven innings. None of the
Green Wave base runners advanced past
second base.
The Eagle offense was led by centerfielder Robbie Anston, who was four
for five with three RBIs. Anston led off
the game with a single and moved to
second on a sacrifice by Matt Hamlet.
After Mickey Wiswall was hit by a pitch,
Anthony Melchionda scored Anston on a
single. Melchionda went two for five and
recorded his fifth RBI of the weekend.
BC extended its lead to 3-0 in the top
of the second inning when Anston hit a
two-RBI triple, scoring Garrett Smith
and Matt Watson.
Tulane threatened to get back in the
game in the bottom of the fourth inning,
though. Crohan led off the inning with a
walk and was moved to second when Cody
Robinson drew another base on balls with
two outs. Dennhardt preserved the shutout and got out of the inning by forcing
Garrett Cannizaro to ground out.
Anston recorded his third run in the
top of the fifth, scoring when Wiswall
grounded into a double play. After

See Baseball, B5
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The referees could barely keep Brian Gibbons, whotallied three goals and an assist, away from the Northeastern net in yesterday's win.

Gibbons' hat trick fuels rout
By

Jake Burg

Heights

Staff

Brian Gibbons is a force to be reckoned with. Among the Hockey East
elite, Gibbons
BWt?ftrtto»7
has notched a
NorttoMtom 1
team-leading
40 points thus far tills season. The 5-8
junior center generates offense almost at
will, and his abilities were on full display
in the Eagles' 7-1 rout of the Northeastern Huskies in Conte Forum Sunday
afternoon.

Women's basketball drops pair

The Eagles are sputtering on the road, fallB2
ing to NC State and Virginia Tech

Gibbons and the Eagles controlled the
puck the entire game, severely limiting
Northeastern's chances. Despite spending
more time than the Huskies in the penalty
box, BC maintained possession of the
puck for most of the night, firing off shot
after shot, tallying 50 in all.
"It was like they were on steroids, and
we just couldn't match it," said Northeastern head coach Greg Cronin. "They
possessed the puck, and they did it for

60 minutes."
The Eagles' first period cannonade
of shots amounted to nothing, however,

Eagles can't figure out Matthews Arena

The senior class drops to 1-4-1 in Northeastern's
B4
home rink with Friday's 3-2 loss

until a well-placed wrister by Gibbons
with only 28 seconds left found the back
of the net.
Gibbons received a pass from junior
Joe Whitney, and then he skated up the
right side of the ice with a Northeastern
defender attached to his hip. Gibbons
quickly faked a pass to sophomore Cam
Atkinson, who was streaking down the
center of the ice, and that provided Gibbons with all of the breathing room he
would need. He took the puck and wristed

See Gibbons, B4
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Skid continues for women's basketball team
points of the game, NC State
shot a blistering five of nine from
beyond the arc in the first half to

By Adam Rose
For The Heights

extend the lead to double digits.

Alter promising victories over
Duke and North Carolina, the
Boston College women's basketball team is quickly unraveling.
The Eagles lost two straight games
on the road this weekend, at NC
State on Saturday and at Virginia
Tech yesterday, to push their current skid to three games.
The Hokies (14-13, 3-9 ACC)
defeated the Eagles (14-13, 5-7),
69-64, in what was a must-win
game for BC. Virginia Tech came
into the game in last place in the
conferencestandings. Losing this
game essentially forces the Eagles
to win the ACC tournament if
they want to make the NCAA

Despite shooting only 30 percent
overall, the Wolfpack's stroke
from 3-point range and ability to
force turnovers kept the Eagles
trailing. Committing 17 turnovers
in the first half alone, the Eagles
went into the locker room down

31-19.

?

tournament.

With only two weeks remaining
until the conference championship, the Eagles are in a three-way
tie for seventh with Maryland and
NC State, two teams they lost to
earlier this season. BC will have
a chance to break that deadlock
Thursday when it hosts the Terrapins.
Stcfanie Murphy had 22
points and Mickcl Picco added
11 for the Eagles, who were outrebounded 37-27 by the Hokies.
Although BC was better from the
field, outshooting Virginia Tech
49.1 percent to 45.3 percent, the
visitors could not overcome the
second chance opportunities
the hosts created. Tech had a
17-8 advantage on the offensive
glass.

Stefanie Murphy (left) scored 22 points for the Eagles, but it was not enough to win. Brittanny Johnson (right) missed a pair of shots that could have kept BC in it.
The lead switched hands 21
times, including three changes in
the last two minutes. Alter a Brittanny Johnson layup cut the Tech
lead to one with 1:55 remaining,
Hokie center Brittany Gordon

turned the ball over. Carolyn
Swords' transition layup gave the
Eagles a 64-63 edgeBut Swords committed acostly

turnover on the next BC possession before fouling Gordon while
fighting for a rebound at the

other end. Gordon made both free
throws to give Tech a one-point
edge with 33 seconds left.
Johnson launched a threepoint attempt 10 seconds later
that missed, and when Nikki
Davis pulled down the rebound,

Johnson was forced to foul. Davis
knocked down both shots before
Johnson got off a trey with two
seconds left that would have
tied the game. She missed again,
though, and Utahye Dryc iced the
game with two more free throws.
The Eagles began the road trip
Friday down in Raleigh, N.C., as
they fell to the Wolfpack, 73-

\u25a062. Against Wake Forest a week
earlier, Sylvia Crawley's team
struggled to find the net, shooting a mere 32.7 percent. Friday,
though, the Eagles turned around
their shooting woes, hitting an
impressive 54 percent, but they
were unable to rebound from an
early deficit.
After scoring the first six

During the second half, BC
crawled back to within seven
points, receiving help from an
array of players. Johnson, who
has battled an injury as of late,
led the Eagles with 15 points and
four assists.
Murphy added 15 points,
while Swords bucketed 13. Eight
points from Kerri Shields and
strong inside play from Ayla
Brown, who grabbed five rebounds and scored six for BC,
all helped in reducing the deficit,
but the Eagles could never catch
the Wolfpack.
Another 10 turnovers in the
second half totaled a season-high
27 for the contest that clearly cost
BC and played an enormous role
in preventing a comeback.
NC State finished the game
shooting 41 percent from the
field while hitting eight-of-14
3-pointers. Four members of the
Wolfpack scored in double figures, including Nikitta Gartrell,
who scored 20. Marissa Kastanek
went five of six from beyond the
arc and added 17 points of her
own.

\u25a0

Wildcats halt women's hockey winning streak at three
By Raychel Kruper

For The Heights
Senior Night ended on a sour
note for the Boston College women's hockey team, which had
its three-game winning streak
snapped by the No. 4 New Hampshire Wildcats, 4-1, at Conte

Forum yesterday.
Allie Thunstrom, Tracy Johnson, and Shannon Webster played
their final game for the Eagles
(8-16-10, 7-10-4 Hockey East),
who did not qualify for the fourteam conference tournament.
Thunstrom scored the consolation goal with 18 seconds left in
the game.
Kristina Lavoie opened the
game with a goal at the 6:40 mark
to give New Hampshire an early
edge. Kelly Paton, who assisted
on the first goal, scored one of
her own off an assist from Lavoie
at 12:06 in the first. Micaela Long
also assisted on both goals. She
put the Wildcats comfortably
ahead less than two minutes later
when she beat Corinne Boyles off
a Paton feed.
Kiera Kingston replaced
Boyles, who made eight saves
in just under 14 minutes of action, after the Eagles' starting
goaltender conceded those three
early goals.
Kingston stopped 15 shots in
her 46 minutes, but she was unable to deny Lavoie her second
goal midway through the second
period. Paton and Long assisted
on the strike.
The night before, the Eagles
shocked-the Wildcats, 2-1, in
Durham, N.H., extending their
winning streak to three in the
process.
BC came out firing, testing

UNH goaltenderLindsey Minton
from the first whistle, though neither team was able to convert in
the first period of play. Kingston
made six saves and repeatedly
stopped the Wildcats when they
were threatening to get on the
board first. The Eagles took a 13-

6 shot advantage into the second
period.

The Wildcats responded by
ramping up their attack in an effort to score first. In the middle
frame, the Wildcats outshot the
Eagles, 13-10. Both goaltendcrs
excelled, though, and the game
remained a scoreless tie heading
into the final 20 minutes. Thunstrom contributed five shots of her

Outside the Locker Room
Erica Reilly

How cold is it when you're
at the top of the mountain?

Junior, Skiing

Its usually around 20 degrees,
but sometimes it can be as cold
as negative 10.

What's the most listened to
song on your iPod?

\u25a0

The Heights caught up with junior
skierErica Reilly to discuss her season,
her favorite music to listen to, and

Probably "Good Day" by Nappy Roots and "You Make My '
Dreams" by Hall and Oates.

What's your favorite class
atBC?
Environmental law, because it's
something I'm really interested in,
and the course is well-taught.

traveling.

If you could visit anywhere
in the world where would

What is your officialevent
on the ski team?

you go?
I'd probably go skiing in Chile
or Argentina.

in
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Danielle Welch fights for a loose puck during last night's game against New Hampshire. The Wildcats snapped the Eagles' three-gamewinning streak with a 4-1 win on Senior Night at Conte Forum.

We race slalom and giant slalom, one day of each event at
every competition.

own within the first two periods
ofplay.
If someone left the game during the second intermission, he
or she missed the bulk of the
action.
Just 3:52 into the third period,
the Eagles broke the goalless

deadlock. Thunstrom scored her
21st goal of the season on an assist from Katelyn Kurth. Kurth

cleared the puck into the neutral
zone, setting up Thunstrom to
juke a defender and finish on a
low wrist shot into the back of
the net.
Thunstrom leads the conference in goals scored for the 20092010 season and was recently
nominated for the annual Patty
Kazmaier Award,-which is given
to the top women's college hockey

Numbers to Know

player in the country.
The Eagles maintained their
one-goal lead for another 9:12
before they slipped another puck
past Minton. At 13:04, Danielle
Welch cracked a shot into the
upper right net. The unassisted
score gave BC a 2-0 lead.
The Wildcats were not willing
to be shut out, by Kingston, and at
14:59, Paton brought the Wildcats

to within one goal. With only five
minutes to play, the Eagle defense managed to hold on to the
lead and secure a third straight

victory.

In the end, the Eagles outshot
the Wildcats, 33-28, and Kingston recorded 27 saves. With the
victory, the Eagles also ended
their nine-game winless streak
against the Wildcats. \u25a0

Game to Watch
Men's Hockey

+10

Assist margin (17-7) for the men's
basketball team in its 71-67 win over
the North Carolina Tar Heels on
Saturday.

+10

Rebounding margin (37-27) for Virginia Tech in yesterday's 69-64 win
over the women's basketball team.

2
Hits surrendered by Mike Dennhardt
in seven innings of work during the
baseball team's 12-0 win over Tulane.

UMass

vs.

s°College
f. ton

With four games remaining in the regular
season, the men's hockey team needs to pick
up every point it can if it hopes to catch New
Hampshirefor the Hockey East regular season
title. UMass is crumbling after a hot start and
now might not evenmake the conference tour-

nament. The Eagles can't afford to leave any
points on the table when hosting a struggling
opponent like the Minutemen.
Friday, 7 p.m.
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Raji, Jackson transition sluggish BC offense
By Maegan

O'Rourke

Assoc. Sports Editor

When the men's basketball team's
came out earlier
last year, most people circled two home
games on the calendar: Duke and UNC.
But, by the time North Carolina
actually came to Chestnut Hill Saturday, there was much less fanfare than

2009-2010 schedule

expected.
The mighty Tar Heels had become
mortal again, following up their National
Championship last season with a dismal
3-8 record in the ACC. The Eagles, on

the other hand, had also underachieved,
hovering around .500 and coming offfour
straight ACC losses.
Both teams now rest their hopes on
the ACC tournament, where they will
have to win out in order to sneak into
March Madness.
As a result, Saturday's game, on
paper, was a battle of mediocrity two
struggling teams desperate for a win
in February. It was the Eagles, though,
that scraped out the win, with one of
their most inspired performances since
the last win against Clemson at the end
of January.
Leading the way was the combined
play of Corey Raji and Reggie Jackson,
who earned his first start of the year at
point guard. Jackson scored a teamhigh 17 points to go along with seven
assists, while Raji was close behind with
16 points.
Jackson's insertion into the starting
lineup impacted the team almost immediately, as he assisted on BC's first 11
points of the game. Raji and Jackson both
brought a noticeable focus to the game
right from the beginning, opening the way
for BC's first win in five games.
UNC's style ofplay starkly contrasted
with that of BC's. Even with'the difficulties this season, UNC is still one of
the most athletic, gifted teams in the
country. The Tar Heels have no problem
pushing the ball, and there were times in
the game against BC when they managed
to get from end to end in mere seconds.
On the other hand, BC's flex offense,
which is most successful when the players are patient in finding the best look,
-
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Corey Raji (left) and Reggie Jackson (right) paced the Boston College offense with 16and 17 points, respectively. Both players were willing to
match UNC's speed by running the floor Saturday.
has taken its fair share of criticism this
season. Head coach Al Skinner continues to stand by the flex offense because
he has seen the success it has brought
to his teams over the years. At times
against UNC on Saturday, though, the
flex seemed to be much too slow, with
the long, athletic Tar Heel players easily jumping into passing lanes to go the
other away for an emphatic dunk.
Against most up-tempo, athletic
teams, the Eagles struggle in transition,
getting beat on defense and not pushing
the ball enough themselves.
Saturday's game was different for
BC, however, as Jackson, Raji, and
guard Rakim Sanders all showed more

willingness to push the ball and run in
transition. This push was highlighted by
a spectacular ally-oop by Jackson from
Sanders in the beginning of the second
half that ignited the crowd and tied the
score, setting up BC's control for the rest
of the game.
"I didn't think we played with a sense
of urgency in the first half," said UNC
head coach Roy Williams. "We gave up
a pitch ahead to their center for a layup,
and in the second half we gave up another
one to someone else, and we should never
do that."
Even as Jackson brings a more uptempo pace to the offense, the sophomore understands the importance ofnot

settling for the first look.
"Iknow that my teammates look at
me to [run]," Jackson said. "Sometimes
they want to just get out and just run.
Even today they called at me because
they wanted the ball so fast and in a rush,
but the best thing sometimes is we have
to pull it out and get into a play set."
At one point in the second half, Jackson missed an open Raji near the baseline
in order to bring the ball out and restart
the offense. You could see the sophomore
say "just wait" to his teammates, commanding the offense to set up the best
shot. After running the play through,
Jackson then found a wide-open Raji in
the corner for a long two-pointer. This

commitment to not rushing and settling
into the offense is something BC hasbeen
missing all season.
"I told [Raji] to relax kind of, even
when I was bringing the ball back out
after a big rebound we just got," Jackson said. "He trusted in me, we ran the
offense, and he got an easy two-pointer
which put us up by four. After going into
the timeout, I said just calm down, told
the team to relax, we're going to get the
shots that we wanted as long as we settle
down and be calm." \u25a0

OWATCHONLINE
Visit www.bcheights.com/sports/orclips
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Skinner's flex offense finally goes according to plan
According to Plan, from Bl
The Eagles, meanwhile, went zero
for five from the field to open the half,
getting only two points from a pair of
Jackson free throws.
Yet, instead of abandoning the patient flex offense for a haphazard, fastpaced style of play as they have been
apt to do in their four straight losses,
the Eagles showed remarkable poise. A
10-0 run over the next three and a half
minutes gave BC a 49-46 lead and a visible boost ofconfidence.
"I feel more of a sense of calm with
this team," Skinner said. "I hope that
continues. If we can do that, we can at
least be competitive."
That sense ofcalm remained well into
the final 10 minutes, when the Eagles
have typically shown a propensity to
stray from the system and falter in the
final minutes. Up only two with 10:04
remaining, BC orchestrated a 10-2 run in
two and a half minutes, receiving contributions from four different players.
Then the final eight minutes began,
and the mood in Conte Forum started
to sour.

UNC rattled off seven straight points
to make it a 63-60 game, helped by a

ALEX

TRAUTWIG

/
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Rakim Sanders and the Eagles finally heeded head coach Al Skinner's instructions to consistently follow the flex offense in the UNC victory.

Farfrom No. 1, UNC win
can still matterfor Eagles
A Mighty Fall, from Bl

Little fight was shown from the boys in baby
blue. The Tar Heels were positively pedestrian
in Conte Forum on Saturday, though everyone
seemed to know that, too. Students continued to
saunter in after five minutes had elapsed in the
first half and many of those were admittedly just
looking for an opportunity to see Gus Johnson
in person. UNC has had trouble filling the hallowed Dean Smith Center as of late, a fact I never
thought I would hear.
Clearly, much has changed since the team won
March Madness less than a year ago, annihilating
a Michigan State squad that has hovered around
the top 10 all season long. They are without four
starters from that championship team, plus Ed
Davis' broken wrist certainly takes a toll.
But Marcus Ginyard, Deon Thompson, and
Will Graves have all been here before, and when
you have the athleticism and size the Tar Heels
boast, 14-13 overall makes little sense. As Williams
said, "this is the most frustrating time in coaching
I've had, no question about that."
After another team takes down the Tar Heels,
the same somewhat surprised quote comes from
-

a victorious player: To beat UNC is such a big
accomplishment for our program, because they've
been good for so long. They are having a bit of a
down year in comparison this season, but they are
always the team to beat in the ACC.
No, they aren't. This year, only NC State should
get excited about beating its cross-town rivals,
and that's because the Wolfpack are a hapless

3-10.
Tar Heel frustrations aside, Al Skinner and the
Eagles needed this win. They've proven they can't
take down the ACC's elite (which translates to
the nation's so-so), but they have had better luck
with the bottom half of the conference. With three
of its final four games against teams with losing
ACC records, BC actually has a chance to generate
some momentum for the ACC tournament, and
then who knows what will happen?
It worked for Syracuse in 2006, which, at 19-11,
toppled four teams in the Big East tournament to
earn an NCAA tournament berth. Maybe BC has
something like that in them now.
After all, stranger things have happened.
Zach Wielgus is the sports editor of The Heights
He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

slew of missed layups and close-range
jumpers from BC. Instead of cowering
in the aspect of another blown lead, the
Eagles responded, thanks in large part
to Jackson, who continued to run the
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"The Rule of the Friars Minor is
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this, namely, to observe the
Holy Gospel of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, by living in
of our own,
."
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offense and turned in four of his teamhigh 17 points.
"Watching that film [from the Florida
State loss] and a few others was very
sickening," Jackson said. "We wouldn't
have been 3-8 coming into today if we
had just executed and trusted in Coach's
offense.
"I tend to want to break the mold a
lot when things are going bad, get up
quick shots. Sometimes being the point
guard and being a leader on this team,
when things go wrong, that's when we really have to start executing and get easy
shots to put everyone back in a rhythm.
[Today], shots become easier and the
basket seems larger."
During the final three minutes, the
Eagles had an answer for every one of the
Tar Heels' baskets. Although Larry Drew
II converted a three-point play with 1:39
remaining to pull the Tar Heels within
two, BC stayed focused.
Rakim Sanders faked a 3-pointer and
drove into the lane, hitting a floater to
push the lead to four. On the ensuing
UNC possession, Corey Raji played
perfect defense while avoiding a foul,
forcing an ill-advised shot.
Not electing to foul for 25 seconds,
the Tar Heels finally put the game in
Jackson's hands, up four with 30 seconds
to go. The sophomore obliged, nailing
both of the free throws and sealing the
win for the Eagles.
Everything went according to plan. \u25a0
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Eagles' 7-1 rout earns split with Northeastern

his record to 7-2.
Freshman Parker Milner's athleticism was on display against Northeastern yesterday, as he saved 22 of 23 shots in BC's 7-1 drubbing of the Huskies. The win improves
Northeastern head coach Greg Cronin
had a slightly more extreme take on the

By Joseph DeMaio
For The Heights

game.

After a disappointing 3-2 loss at
Northeastern on Friday night, Boston
College (18-10-2, 13-8-2 Hockey East)
rebounded with a resounding 7-1 win
against the Huskies (16-13-1, 11-11-1
Hockey East) in the second game of the
home-and-home series yesterday.
"The goal is to get good quality
shots," said BC head coach Jerry York
after the game. "Tonight we had a little
more jump to our team."

"It was as consistent of an effort
I've seen in five years," he said. "It was
like they were on steroids, and we just
couldn't match it."
BC controlled the pace of the game
from the first drop of the puck. The
Eagles put constant pressure on the
Huskies, and while Northeastern was
able to hold out for most of the first
period, with 27 seconds left Brian Gibbons collected a pass from Joe Whitney

at center ice and sped down toward the
Northeastern goal before rifling a wrister
from the top of the circle that beat Husky
goalie Chris Rawlings' left leg pad to put
the Eagles up 1-0.
The goal marked Gibbon's 100th career point as an Eagle. Gibbons would
be far from finished with the suddenly
porous Northeastern defense.
BC broke the game wide open in the
second period ofplay. Four minutes after
the first intermission, Paul Carey, who
was holding the puck behind the Northeastern net, passed to a wide-open Pat

Mullane right in front of Rawlings, who
was able to beat the spinning goaltender
to put the Eagles up 2-0.
Just over a minute and a half later,
Chris Kreider collceted a loose puck,
streaked down theice, and ripped a shot
that went,between the legs of Rawlings
for his eighth goal in nine games, which
put the Eagles up 3-0.
The Eagles' next goal was shorthanded. Atkinson intercepted a pass in front
of the Northeastern goal, passed it to
Gibbons on the other side of the net, who
then sent the puck back to Atkinson. The

speedy sophomore forward poked his
shot past the bewildered Rawlings and
into the wide open net for a 4-0 lead.
With goals at even strength and on
the penalty kill, all that was missing was
a power-play score. Gibbons corrected
this absence 13:40 into the second period. He collected a rebound in front of
the net after a shot by Ben Smith and
forced the puck into the back of the net
for a 5-0 lead.
It took a two-man advantage for the
Huskies to put their first goal on the
board. Kyle Kraemer was able to snipe a
shot from the center of the key past BC
goalie Parker Milner with 4:40 to play in
the period, making the score 5-1 heading
into the final period of play.
BC let up in the third period, but not
by much. Almost 12 minutes into the
period, Gibbons stole the puck from a
Husky defenseman at the inside edge of
one of the faceoff circles and ripped a
shot that beat Rawlings high. Gibbons'
hat trick gave the Eagles a 6-1 lead with
just over eight minutes to play.
The final score of the game was
an illustration of just how strong the
momentum was for the surging Eagles.
Jimmy Hayes took a shot from the right
ofthe goal mouth, at almost a 180 degree
angle to the net, which took a bounce off
a Northeastern player and into the net,
making the final score 7-1.
The Eagles outshot the Huskies, 5023, at least tripling the number of shots
by Northeastern in each of the first two
periods.

"We got beat by a better team,
one with a lot of talent," Cronin said.
"They wanted to win every battle from
the opening faceoff to the end, and we
couldn't match it."

\u25a0
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Gibbons surpasses century
mark with four-point game
Gibbons, from Bl
a shot right

over Northeastern goaltender
Chris Rawlings' stick, putting the Eagles
up 1-0.
Gibbons' goal didn't just give BC the
lead, though. It opened the floodgates.
"It broke up a really close first-period
game," said BC head coach Jerry York.
The momentum then shifted entirely
toward the Eagles, who proceeded to control the puck and score four more goals,
thanks in large part to Gibbons' play, before the Huskies were even able to get on
the board late in the second period with
a meaningless power-play goal.
"I thought our offensive zoneplay was
outstanding," York said. "We maintained
good possession."
"They just had it in our zone," Cronin
said. "We couldn't get it out of our zone,
and our defense, right from the first 10
minutes, were on their heels."
The Eagles' first score was also a

landmark for Gibbons, who entered the
game with 99 career points, second On
the team to assistant captain Ben Smith
(110). But Gibbons wouldn't stop at just
the century mark.
Over halfway into the second period,
even though Northeastern had the man
advantage, Atkinson intercepted a pass
in the Huskies' zone, creating a two-onone opportunity. His partner in crime
was none other than Gibbons, who was
wide open on the other side of the ice.
Atkinson quickly passed the puck down
to Gibbons, who was positioned right at
the crease.
Instead of shooting, Gibbons shuffled
it offright back to Atkinson, who was wide
open, somehow forgotten by the Northeastern defensemen. Atkinson drove home
the shot, completing the shorthanded
score and widening BC's lead to 4-0.
Six minutes later, Gibbons struck yet
again. This time, instead of adding one
additional pass, Gibbons simply drilled

the puck home himself from a few feet
With his second goal of the night,
Gibbons tied a career high for scores in a
single game, and also pushed the Eagles
lead to 5-0.
Gibbons wasn't quite finished yet,
away.

though.
Over halfway into the final frame of
the tilt, Gibbons was able to get into good
position around the net. The puck came
his way, and even though a Northeastern
defenseman tried to knock Gibbons down
and take the puck, Gibbons would not be
denied. He simply outmuscled the defenseman and flipped the puck into the net to
record his first career hat trick. The goal
also pushed his tally to four points on the
night, tying a career-best for single-game
points.
"Brian Gibbons had an outstanding
night," York said. "He's been an excellent
player for us throughout his career, and
I thought tonight he was a pretty good
offensive weapon for us." \u25a0
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Brian Gibbons exploded for his first career hat trick, pushing him over 100 career points.

Northeastern blocks series sweep with Friday win
By

DJ Adams

Heights Editor

BOSTON-For the Boston College
men's hockey team, defense has hardly
been the issue during its 2009-2010
campaign. The
Northeastern 3
team's penalty
Boston College 2
kill is ranked
eighth nation-

ally, and BC leads the Hockey East in
fewest total goals allowed. On Friday,
though, the defense was exploited on
several occasions for easy opportunities, and Northeastern defeated the
Eagles, 3-2.
"I thought our club played a pretty
strong game through the course of the 60
minutes, but there was some breakdowns
where we gave odd-man rushes to Northeastern," said BC head coach Jerry York.
"We had six odd-man rushes against us
after two periods, and that's a dangerous
game to play."

The first breakdown came within the
first two minutes ofplay whenNortheastern goalie Chris Rawlings denied a BC
slapshot that rebounded oddly to Husky
forward Tyler McNeely's stick. BC blueliner Barry Almeida was pinching toward
the net on that offensive possession and,
not anticipating the long rebound, was
burned by McNeely. The NU captain
found himself with a breakaway against
Eagle goaltender John Muse and stroked
a wrister lop-shelffor the first goal of the
contest at 1:50.
"Certainly, when the defensemen
pinch, it's a gamble," York said. "It's a
risk how you handle that situation."
In the hostile environment of Northeastern's Matthews Arena, where the
liagles have gone 1-4-1 in their past six
visits, it seemed every time the Eagles

crawled back into the game, a careless
defensive mistake would follow.
Pat Mullane knotted the score at one
in the second period, but just seconds
later, Northeastern flew past BC defenders down the ice and fired a slapshot that
hit the right post and deflected wide a
chance so close that it initially set off the
lamp and had the Huskies' rambunctious
announcer screaming "Goal!" over the
-

loudspeaker.

Later in the period, despite being
on the power play, BC again turned the
puck over in its offensive zone but got

lucky when Husky forward Drew Daniels
was unable to convert the shorthanded
opportunity.
"Wc had the puck a lot, but we turned
it over and it resulted in some odd-man

rushes, dangerous odd-man rushes,"
York said. "Northeastern is good. They
hunt pucks down, and they pressured
us."
The fortunate luck would finally cease
for the Eagles, though, as Brian Gibbons
was called for two penalties while behind
the Northeastern net. He committed
a charge, and then, out of frustration,
Gibbons drilled Northeastern forward
Mike McLaughlin into the boards and
was given a contact to the head citation,
resulting in four minutes of man advantage for the Huskies.
The Huskies only needed about a
minute to finally capitalize. At 15:40,
Garrett Vermeersch found Kyle Kraemer
on the right side of the ice, who had
an open look and fired a wrister while
Daniels effectively blocked the vision of
Muse, allowing the goal to get by.
With the tired penalty-kill line still
on the ice at the end of Gibbons' box
time, a turnover in the neutral zone by
BC led to a breakaway for Northeastern's

ALEX TRAUTWIG / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Northeastern defense squandered nearly every scoring chance BC created Friday night, blocking or deflecting most of its 40 total shots.
Wade McLeod, who showed right but
then sneaked a dribbjer by Muse on the
left side at 17:47 to give the Huskies a
two-goal lead heading into the third

period.
"Clearly that four-minute span where
we were down a man was pivotal for us,
because they capitalized on two chanc-

es," York said.
Although the Eagles outshot the Huskies, 40-29, they were unable to replicate
Northeastern's offensive success, largely

because of the Huskies' man between
the pipes. While Muse could not make
the key saves on partial breakaways,
on the other side of the ice, Rawlings
demonstrated the importance of clutch
goaltending, stopping 38 shots, including
17 in the final period.
On one occasion, Steven Whitney
was able to break free from Northeastern
defenders and tried to put a move on Rawlings in front of the net, but the veteran
goaltender kept his footing and denied

BC's comeback attempt.
lii a pivotal weekend in the Hockey East
for playoff seeding, BC was unable to gain
any ground in the standings because of
its
turnover-happy play on Friday night.
"Even though I thought we played
well and sustained offensive pressure, our
breakdowns resulted in terrific chances
for Northeastern," York said. "Clearly, we
can't give up the offensive chances we did
tonight. We just have to be more thorough
in the offensive zone." \u25a0

'Summer of 2010' will be lucrativefor NBAs stars
By

Daniel Popko

The world ofthe NBA trade is an
animal in and ofitself. Deals are not
often struck for the purpose of two or
three teams coming out the other side
better. You get players' actual talent
traded for the proverbial bucket of
balls only if that bucket of balls was
Jerome James.
. If you were paid way too much
once upon a time, and can now attach
the words '"expiring contract" to your
bio, you become instantly valuable. A
few years ago, it turned RaefLaFrentz
into one of the league's most sought
after big men.
Trades are made to get under the
luxury tax threshold or the salary cap,
and young talent or future draft picks
are nowhere near as valuable as is the
freedom from having to pay them.
You end up getting contract swaps
like Brian Cardinal for Darko Milicic,
or the pure salary dump of Matt
Harpririg and 2009 first-round pick
Eric Maynor for the rights to 2002
German second-rounder Peter Fehse,
whose entire value lies in the fact that
he is not in the NBA and never will
be, making him as much of an asset
as I am.
The NBA has always been a freak
animal, but something has come over
the league recently. It's the mythical
"Summer of 2010."
Leßron James. Dwyane Wade.
Chris Bosh. They all are free agents
this summer, and whatever sacrifices
are made between now and July 1 are
just water under the bridge.
My New York Knickerbockers
were the poster child of horrendous
-

NBA deals under Isiah Thomas, and
now they are trying to reverse that
trend. Donnie Walsh has, in under two years, managed to jettison
Stephon Marbury to China, get rid of

?fared Jefferies, Jama] Crawford, and
the aforementionedJerome James,
though James most likely would
have eaten all traces of his contract
anyway.

In the process, he has brought in
a potential star (that right there is
called a New York bias) in Danilo Gallinari and has a chance to sign Tracy
McGrady at a steep discount, as his
albatross of a contract will come off
the books at the end of the year.
With the final shedding of Jefferies, the Knicks can attempt to woo
two top-class free agents with maxi-

mum money. As long as he doesn't
spend it on the likes of Michael Redd
and Jermaine O'Neal, two guys who
really don't deserve the close to $20
million they are making this year, he

could be a hero.
Largest media market in the
country? Coach famous for a runand-shoot offense known as "seven
seconds or less?" Knicks fans are
dancing like Jeff Jagodzinski after
beating Virginia Tech.
The only blemish on Walsh's
record is the failure to get rid of Eddy
Currj', the man who was once a solid
post presence, but as he aged, it
became clear that his "baby fat" was
actually man fat, and the only thing
he could do in seven seconds or less is
pound down a Big Mac and large fry.
The summer of 2010 has replaced
the draft as the place where teams go
for hope. Everybody that wants a shot
has one.

LM OTERO
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Leßron James, a free agent after this season, could be smiling this summer, as big-name players are expecting extravagent new contracts.
New Jersey is saddled wifh an NBA
team that will almost certainly fail
to crack 10 wins, in addition to the
sad fact that, well, they are in New
Jersey. Still, they could have the most
cap space in the NBA and can offer
Leßron a fresh start in Brooklyn with
his boy Jay-Z.
The Bulls can offer Wade a hometown crowd.

The Clippers can offer the second
biggest media market in the country
and Blake Griffin.
The Timberwolves can offer
okay, not much, but they can throw
down tons of money.
Teams see the horizon, and every
one of them sees the superstar they
want in their jersey. All these point-

possibility to be an immediate championship contender. The consolation
price if Leßron and friends don't
want to spend their time hanging out
in a city like Milwaukee? I guess you
can still have Fehse.

less trades
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Daniel Popko is a slaff writer for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@

Eagles dominate
Tulane in opener
Baseball, from Bl

Alison Kooistra scored a run and knocked in an RBI in the Eagles' 19-0 rout over SoutherO.n during the opening weekend of the

BC splits weekend games
By

Robert T. Balint

For The Heights

The Softball team's season commenced this past weekend as the team
journeyed to Corpus Christi, Texas
to take part in the Islander Classic,
hosted by the Texas A&M Islanders.
The Eagles' season started unexpectedly early, beginning a day earlier than
initially planned on Thursday, with
a match-up against the tournament
hosts, and ending on Sunday with a
game against the Southern Jaguars.
In the tournament finale, the team
unleashed a 19-0 pounding on Southern on Sunday morning. The Eagles
batted around in the second inning,
driving in eight runs with back-to-back
home runs by Dani Weir and Renee
Ramos. Ramos put on a hitting clinic
throughout the game, finishing four for
four with four RBIs. Freshman Maria
Pandolfo joined in on the long-ball
action with a two-run home run to left
field. Junior Allison Gage pitched three
scoreless innings to pick up the win.
The second half'of Saturday's doublcheader was a rematch of Thursday's
game, as the Eagles squared off once
more against the Islanders. Nicole
D'Argento started for BC in her collegiate debut. A freshman, D'Argento
racked up a 62-0record in high school

play, and she displayed both clear
strengths and weaknesses. Striking out
five and walking five, she held A&M
to one run through four innings, but
worked herself into a bases-loaded jam
in the fifth.
Taylor Peyton was brought in to
relieve the freshman, but after retiring Islanders' cleanup hitter, Meagan
McKinney, the senior gave up a tworun single to K'acie Smith, which put
A&M up 3-1. The Eagles never managed to string any sort of offensive
effort together, even though theyputhit
the Islanders, 5-3. Brittany Wilkins
finished two for two and produced
BC's sole RBI with a fourth-inning
single, but A&M held out and topped
the Eagles, 3-1.
BC began Saturday with a 10-2
trouncing of Centenary College. The
Eagles rang up Centenary's pitchers
with great offensive production. Kooistra hit a two-run triple in the second
inning, and in the top of the fourth,
Weir put the game out of Centenary's
reach with a three-run homer that
made the score 8-0. Peyton started the
game and pitched four shutout innings,
allowing only one hit in her first win of
the season. BC outhit Centenary 10-2
overall.
A late-game rally by BC almost
sent the team's season-opener scrap

RifKffn

against A&M into extra innings, but it
just could not manage to lie the score.
Down 6-3 in the top ofthe seventh, the
Eagles closed the gap to a one-run deficit ona pair of singles by Gemma Ypparila and Kooistra. D'Argcnto smacked
a sacrifice fly to left field to move the
runners over, but Kooistra, the tying
run, was thrown out at the plate on
junior Rene Delagrammaticas's single
to shortstop for the last out. The rally
fell a couple feet short, ending in a 65 loss. Peyton allowed five runs, three
earned, on eight hits.
BC finished out the Islanders Classic with a 2-2 record, with both losses
coming from the Islanders. The team
proved it is capable of quality offensive production, having outseored its
opponents over the weekend, 35-11,
although some of that is skewed with
the dismantling of Southern.
The starting rotation opened the
year promising, as well, especially with
the addition of D'Argento, who gave
up only one earned run and struck out
nine batters in 6.1 innings pitched.
What really hurt the Eagles were
the five errors made in the first three
games, which rcsidted in six total unearned runs. Besides the lapse in fundamentals, the Islander's Classic was
a solid start to a potentially promising
season for the Eagles. \u25a0

Dennhardt escaped another inning in
which the Green Wave got two men on
base, BC pulled away in the sixth inning
when it scored four runs. Watson hit a
home run oil'the video board in center
field, scoring John Spatola and Smith.
Brad Zapenas scored the fourth run on
a sacrifice fly by Hamlet.
On Friday, BC beat Tulane, 8-5, behind Pat Dean's stellar performance on
the mound and Melchionda's career day
at the plate. Dean pitched seven innings
for the Eagles, allowing just two rims on
six hits while striking out eight.
"Mike Dennhardt pitched great [on
Saturday], and Pat Dean pitched extremely well [on Friday]," Aoki said.
Melchionda led the offense, hitting
the first home run of his career in his
first at bat. scoring Anston to give the
Eagles an early 2-0 lead. Spatola hit the
very next pitch out of the park to extend
the lead to 3-0 in the first inning.
The score stayed 3-0 until the bottom of the sixth inning, when Tulane

scored two runs. Bremian Middleton led
off the inning with a double down the
left-field line. Boudreaux brought him
home with a single on the next, pitch.
With two outs in the inning, Jeremy
Sehaffer singled to score Crohan.
BC answered immediately, scoring
a run in the top of the next inning.
Spatola led off the inning with a single
and was moved to second on a sacrifice
bunt by Andrew Lawrence. After an
intentional walk, the Eagles pulled off
a double steal to put runners on second
and third. Tulane pitcher Drew Zizinia
then balked to score Spatola for BC's
fourth run.
With two more runs in the top of
the eighth, the Eagles extended their
lead to 6-2. Mclehionda recorded his
third and fourth RBIs when he singled
home Hamlet and Wiswall with one out.
The Eagles scored two more insurance
runs in the top, of the ninth, negating
the three runs the Green Wave would
score in the bottom of the inning. The
loss was Tulane's first in a home opener
since 1990. \u25a0

Junior Matt Hamlet scored three runs for the Eagles in the two-game series against Tulane.
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World Record:

Melbourne, Australia

By

Nicole Sullivan

along the water at St. Kilda's

For The Heights

promenade, and visit Federation Square, the city's cultural

"G'day mate! Welcome to
Melbourne," were the first words
I heard after landing in one of
the most scenic, friendly, and
multicultural countries in the
world. During the 22-hour plane
ride, my head was spinning with
images of Steve Irwin, the outback, and kangaroos, but when
I stepped outside I was struck
by the beautiful eucalyptus trees
lining the streets and the unique
sounds of the kookaburras' calls.
I was surrounded by animals I
never even knew existed! Redrumped parrots sat in the trees,
as well as rainbow lorikeets.
The Common Brushtail possum,
roughly the size of a cat, scurried
by with its baby riding safely in its
pouch. I couldn't help but think
I had landed in paradise. As we
headed into the city, the palm
trees and echidnas gave way to
modern architecture and art,
quaint cafes, pubs, and friendly
faces. An entire street dedicated
to graffiti art borders opulent
bars. In one city you can enjoy the
finest foods and wine, take walks

landmark.
It didn't take long to fall in
love with Australia and the people who live here. Although it may
seem similar to the United States,
Australian culture is very unique.
The commonly used phrase "no
worries" sums up the Australian
outlook on life. The atmosphere
is laid back and friendly, with a
very relaxed vibe. You will always
find someone willing to show you
around or lend a helping hand.
In fact, I have only encountered
two obstacles during my stay. The
first was a bit embarrassing. After
flagging down a taxi (and almost
getting hit in the process because
I looked leftfirst instead ofright),
I opened the driver's door and
attempted to climb in. From that
point on, I decided I would stick
to sitting in the back, just to be
safe. The second obstacle was one
of communication. Upon meeting
an Aussie on campus, I was told,
"How yer going? There's a barbie
in the arvo and there's sure to be
bangers and mash. You should
join up." Little did I know he was

asking, "How are you? There's a
barbecue this afternoon and there
will be sausages and mashed potatoes. You should come." So I of
course smiled, giggled, and nodded politely at the cute boy with
the Australian accent.
After settling in, I got the
chance to experience St. Kilda's
festival, an annual summer celebration in Melbourne. Stages
with live music were set up along
the beaches adjacent to beach
volleyball tournaments and Australian football games. Cultural
dance shows and Australian
bands, like Katie Noonan & the
Captains and The Melodies,
performed for free as everyone
relaxed with a beer. As I walked
around the crowded streets, I
noticed that everyone stayed to
the left and was very courteous to
the people around them. Rather
than the massive free-for-all that
usually develops in the crowds at
Times Square or Madison Square
Garden, the Aussies don't seem
to be in a hurry. In fact, waiting in lines has now become a
very pleasant experience. While
waiting for some fish and chips,
a man who noticed my accent began telling me about Melbourne,
the best restaurants, the craziest
pubs, and the most beautiful
beaches. He was interested about
life in the States and how I was
enjoying Australia so far. Before
I knew it, I had ordered my food
and was quite sad that the conversation had to come to an end.
I decided I would go get some ice
cream later, just so I could stand
in line again.
With four months ahead of
me, I know thatI have many more
adventures to look forward to.
Snorkeling in the Great Barrier
Reef, driving along The Great
Ocean Road, and watching the
penguins walk along the beach at
St. Phillips Island are only a few.
Other than the sunburns, I am
expecting these next few months
to be filled with exciting and enriching experiences. It has only
taken five days for me to adore
this country, and with each day I
am getting less and less confident
that I will ever come home!

I'm staying home for spring break
TRUE

By Meghan

Cain

For The Heights

Poland, Disney World, Appalachia, Miami, and San Francisco are
some of the places that my friends
will be traveling to during spring
break. I, on the other hand, will be
going home to New Jersey. "Wow,"
you're thinking, "she'll be near all
of the celebritiesfrom MTV's Jersey
Shorel" Nope, Seaside Heights is a
good 90 miles away from my town of
Flemington, N.J., home to the Lindbergh trial and JohannaFoods. This
may sound exciting, but the Lindbergh trial happened 75 years ago,
and as far as Johanna Foods goes, it's
not as if I would spend my day touring a food manufacturer.
The only activities on my schedule for thatfirst week ofMarch are a
dentist appointment and a haircut.
Now, before you go telling me to take
out that "Boredom Survival Guide"
that I made in third grade, let me tell
you why my lack of plans is actually somewhat exciting. It seems as
if for the past couple of weeks, the
whole Boston College student body
has been burrowing their heads in
their books and not coming out of
the library until the sun rises. These
weeks have been full of papers and
exams when all the while, my pillow
andblanket seemed to be calling my
name.

As students, we get caught up in
the hustle and bustle of classes, ac-

tivities, and everyday life. My spring
break will be the first time in a while
that I will be able to sit andrelax. Alright, I admit it, winter break wasn't
that long ago, and I had my fair share
of sleeping and TV watching. The
first half of this semester has flown
by, though, and an upcoming break is
looking very appealing to me.
While some people will be tanning
in Florida, others will be volunteering throughout the world, and 1...
well, I guess I have no exact plan yet.
That is what is attracting me to the
first week of March. It's a rare sense
of freedom to be able to decide with
no repercussions how late to sleep,
how much to study, or when to show
up to class. I feel that in many ways,
it may actually motivate me to do
more because it will be my choice as
to how I bide my time in good old
New Jersey.
One issue that I'm perplexedby,
however, is that it seems as though
no other university has the same
spring break that BC has. Most of
my high school friends, as well as
my older sister, will still be at college, leaving me home to twiddle
my thumbs. There is the prospect of
visiting my friend who goes to a col-

lege nearby or driving to Pennsylvania to see family, but other than that,
I do not seem to have a whole lot to
do. Being able to spend time with my
parents is actually another upside to
the break. We only get to see them so
often, right?

LIFE

That is one of the reasons why I
don'thave any set plans for spring
break. As I saw my fellow classmates
signing up way back in the fall for
Appalachiaor other service trips, I
couldn't help but think that I would
want some time to be home. Considering I'm only a freshman in college
and still getting the hang of the whole
living-away-from-home thing, I expected to be slightly homesick by this
point. Contrary to my expectations,
by the time February rolled around, I
wasn't looking to go home. I was asking and hoping that I would be able
to join my dad on his business trip to
Paris. (In case you haven't caught on
yet, that isn't going to happen).
Now, with spring break only a
week away, I wonderwhat would have
been the best way to spend the break.
My friends going to Disney World will

be able to ride rollercoastersand be
surrounded by happy characters and
guests alike. Those going on a service
trip will be able to come out of spring

break feeling that they did something
meaningful and worthwhile.By going
home, I will be able to see my family, catch up on work (and sleep, of
course), and enjoy relaxing. My goal
for spring break this year is to stay
home and enjoy life in Flemington.
Maybe next year, I'll try to do
something slightly more exotic
in that one blissful week without
classes. For now, I plan to make the
most out of the simplicity ofhome.

The
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What to think of a wink: The meaning behind it all Glory days

Michelle Kaczmarek
I've never been one to wink.
Maybe this is because I fall into
the camp of people who find it
physically laborious to wink and can
never do it properly without looking
like they have a debilitating twitch.
Nevertheless, I still fail to understand the phenomenon. Do winkers,
as I will now refer to them for the
rest of this column, shower winks
upon others out of pride, because
they can, in fact, blink only one eye
for a moment while keeping the
other open?
I have come to notice that a wink
usually does not travel alone. A
wink, in fear of being called out as a
freak of nature during moments of
solitude, often entails wink followers, sometimes separated by days,
sometimes by only a few seconds.
Wink posses gang up on a single
subject, who is usually caught
off guard by their propensity for
camaraderie. Revealed by a subsequent aghast expression, they find
themselves without a proper line of

defense.
Does the power of a wink lie in
its group mentality, or would this
be the wink's downfall? No, it is
something else. What I find inherently problematic about winks
is a person's seeming inability to
properly respond. Please tell me,
how does one properly respond
to a wink? For me, answering this
question is akin to asking, "Does
God exist?" There is no easy answer, and there will always be some
hint of doubt, no matter what kind
of answer you might use to defend
your argument.
Where is a winker when we
need him or her most?
The answer most certainly can
not be the over-obvious loophole:
a returning wink. That is cheap,
and more importantly it constitutes cheating. This reciprocation
can only send more consternating
winks out into the world, and what
then do we have, a winkocracy?
No, nothing can be set aright by
this move. What then, are we
left with? The question of God's
existence.
The problems associated with
the question, "Does God exist?"
becomes something we have to
deal with every day. When do you
stop a text conversation? What do
you do after you receive a thank

letter, say thank you? What's
up? When someone says they are
just "hangin' in," do you further
inquire, or do you leave it as is?
When someone slips on ice, picks
themself up, and laughs, do you
laugh, or instead ask if they are
okay and acknowledge just how
embarrassing it had to have been?
All I can say is that if your best
friend in middle school takes the
worst yearbook picture in the history of yearbook-picture taking,
laughing and pointing is not appropriate, no matter who he or she
is, or how much of an aberration
this one photo might have been.
II: doesn't-count that even James
Franco can look like a character
out of a comic book in a yearbook
photo. Your friend most likely is
not James Franco, and this picture
was not a tool used for characterization of a part in Freaks and
you

Geeks.
In life, it always seems that a
quick recover}' is the best option.
Silence, a pause, or deference
instead of deflection, just aren't
new-age American. For most,
when looking at an "Early Bird"
couple in lIIOP sitting in silence,
while slicing their pancakes in a
most carefree manner, they see
a terrifying future that they will
avoid at all costs. Instead of see-

ing it as the ultimate reflection of
companionship, they see it as a
sign of not having anything to talk
about.
Could it just be possible that
idleness, even awkwardness, may
just have a place in the world, next
to missed high-fives and Freudian
slips? It's a case of live it out versus let it die, whether or not there
is a line to be crossed or a line to
be made.
To say that we are communicative, social beings would be an
understatement. In many ways, we
only exist through our interaction
with the outside world. Language,
in a way, creates our identity and
maybe even how we think. However, what then is to be said of existing, of merely being, without any
sort of response? Perhaps, a wink
is there to remind us that there is
no proper response, that there is
worth in a gesture alone. There is
worth in the fact that he or she can
blink and I can not, that a wink
will always make me feel uncomfortable, that a wink will always
modify the winker.
Or, a wink could just be a wink.
Michelle Kaczmarek is a staff columnist

for The Heights. She welcomes comments atfeatures@bcheights.com.

Trish

Daly

Boston College seniors have waited years to
turn 21 and be able to leave, campus to visit bars
and clubs. But to hear the chorus of complaints
while waiting inline outside the Roxy in Boston
on Saturday night at the 100 Days event, you

would think we had all been kidnapped and
dragged there. (Reviewing my sent texts from
the half hour Iwaited in line, tilings escalated
from "this line SUCKS" to "it's so cold 1
hate this event" to "the line is death.") I think
we generally enjoyed ourselves once inside, but
clearly, many of us aren't cut out for the clubbing life, and when picturing our ideal night
out, for most, it would probably involve a Mod,
not a bar. (If only because, a free beer tastes
better than a $7 one, even if it's Natty lee.)
The event was a not-so-subtle reminder
that there are a mere 100 days left until graduation. Being a college student is the best job a
person can have. You're excused from having a
full-time occupation, people congratulate you
all the time for being so bright and wonderful
(based solely on your presumed ability to avoid
failing out of the University), and your friends
are ali within a five-minute walk. Of course,
when a fire alarm went off at 9 a.m. in Ignacio
Hall on Saturday morning, I wasn't quite feeling that way. More than one Ignacio resident
was heard grumbling, "I can't wait to not live
in a dorm anymore." And it's true dorm life
is not. ideal - but we seniors now only have 100
days left to enjoy the bizarre living situation we
...

-

find ourselves in.

He

So, I think it's a fitting time to remind
ourselves of the best strange-but-true happenings we've witnessed in living on a college
campus. You know, the parties that elicited a
thousand utterings of "epic!" or "extreme!"
Every student could probably compose a list,
of odd BC dorm memories. Here are mine. I
would list 100, one for each golden day left

Said
She

Said

"I have a job and I like / am infatuated with / love my boss. She's
not that old, just a year older than I am. What should I do? Do Igo
for it or do I respect professionalism?"
?Confused Soul

Dave Says:

until graduation, but frankly, that would take
too long. Some of these memories are personal,
some universal, and some are just weird. (Disclaimer: I don't recommend or condone any of

Meghan Responds:

You need to weigh your options. You might like her, but is a relationship
worth risking your livelihood? If you don't go for it, however, you might miss
the love of your life. In financial terms, you want to maximize return while
minimizing risk. This is a major decision, so you need to take the proper steps

Those in positions of power do seem to have an extra speeial sheen to them,
don't they? [n this ease, my answer really depends on what kind of job it is, the
working environment, and whether it's a job youcan afford to lose.
If this is a job or internship in your career field, then no, you should not
profess your undying love to your boss, no matter how attractive she is. Unless
to ensure success.
First things first. You need to find out if she likes you back. Sound like midyou believe she is your soulmate, and you are willing to bet your job on it, you
dle school? Well, it is. You need to befriend somebody that's in on the office
should avoid romantic entanglements. Relationships can be messy and breakups
even messier, so if you plan to continue to work with this person for any length
gossip. Once you have that person, they can help you determine her opinion
of you. Employee gathering hot spots like the water cooler or the break room
of time, it would be best to keep your professional life as tidy and unconfused as
possible. Likewise, you may need her as a refercan be bountiful resources for workplace
"Now, to askher out, I always suggestfruit to be involved. You can
ence or as a source for contacts in your post-BC
hearsay. You need to get in touch with the
office beat if this will be a success.
deny a person, but no one can deny a delicious Clementine or apple" job search. The point: keep things simple.
If, however, she is a 'peer-boss' who just
If you are able to determine that the
Dave, on the best way to ask someone out
boss in question digs your groove, then
happens to be in charge of giving you orders,
we need to proceed aggressively. If you
but your work atmosphere is relaxed and
friendly, then you might have more leeway. I still do not recommend getting inhaven't been giving your work your all, now is the time to step it up. You need
to be noticed any way you can. Who knows, maybe you might be asked to put
volved while working together, but talking with her outside of work and developin some overtime, if you know what I mean. Oh, you don't know what I mean?
ing a friendship is line. After the internship /job has ended, then you can feel
free to date her, so she can continue to boss you around in other ways,
Sorry, innuendo is hard to pull off in a column. Well, either way, if you really
hoof it around the office, you can prove your character.
Then, there is the third type of job: the Tm-just-trying-to-make-some-cash'
Now, to ask her out, I always suggest fruit to be involved. You can deny a
job. This is a part-time, minimum wage job that is easily replaceable. The last
person, but no one can deny a delicious clementine or apple. Use the fruit as
part is most important you don't want to get stuck spending time with an
segue into her office. Then, seal the deal with your wit and charm. Ifyou lack
angry ex just to pay the bills. If she is single, if you already have a friendship, and
wit and charm, then I can't help you. I'm not a miracle worker, I'm just an
if you think you can handle potential rejection without it being awkward, then
undergrad with a laptop. Good luck with your endeavors. I hope you don't get
go for it. Maybe she'll appreciate that you aren't threatened by women who are
fired.
more powerful than you.
-

Dave Givler is an editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments at fealures@bcheights.

Meghan Michael is a senior staffcolumnist for The Heights. She welcomes comments

atfealures@bcheights.com.

coin.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments about this week's responses.
All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any comments to the editor aX.features@bcheights.com.

this activity.)
1) Baldwin Leads Flash Mob: When it comes
to moments when everyone can remember
where they were and what they were doing, the
BC-Virginia Teeh game of 2007 will undoubtedly be a defining moment for any student that
was here. I don't remember the score or the details of the game. However, I do remember that
when BC won, Walsh stormed the Mods, and
Baldwin was crowd surfing above our heads.
2) Overage Drinking: I was mildly shocked
the first time I saw- someone shotgun a beer
it was someone's middle-aged father at a
Mod party on a Friday night, teaching all the
-

underclassmen how it's done. Not something
you see every day.
3) Substance Abuse: Nothing makes you the
most popular kid at the party like devising a
new and ingenious feat of drinking. Once, in the
midst of more conventional drinking activity, I
saw someone chugging a Box O' Joe, full ofcof-

fee from Dunkin Donuts, raucously cheered on
by bystanders. Cold coffee. You have to admire
that kind of enthusiasm.
4) Plumbing Issues: Alumni often express
wonder that the Mods are still standing. Appliances and fixtures do seem to break a lot, usually easily fixed with a work order. At one party,
though, a toilet broke clean off the wall when
someone happened to fall on it. Guests that
resisted being kicked out were only convinced
to leave when they saw the water pouring out of
the burst pipe.
5) Table Sliding: My friends have a favorite
post-party ritual. It involves pouring beer on a
table, standing a few yards away, and running
full speed at the table, to belly flop onto it and
slide off into a couch. 'lYy it at your own risk:
Participants are usually bruised and battered.
6) Newton Sports: Newton residents can
speak to a certain tradition carried out on the
Duchesne Hill. In winter, it's called sledding
(though "sled" is a generous term for "tray"). In
the spring, it's called carting, and it takes place
on a dolly stolen from the Newton Lobster
Bake, composed of two-by-fours nailed together with wheels on the bottom. As with table
sliding, irnuries are just part of the fun.
7) Daring Escape: A few years ago, a group
of us had just arrived at a party in 90 when we
heard the fatal knock upon the door. When
RA's demanded IDs, some desperate partygoer
saw his only escape. He opened the window,
abandoning all consideration for the red tab,
and jumped. Dozens of students followed,
jumping safely to the sidewalk across from
Corcoran Commons. (It was the first floor.)
8) Subterranean Refuge: The fear of the authorities was a problem off campus as well. At
one party, the sudden appearance of the cops
sent a hunched panicked kids into the dark,
cramped basement. The silence was broken
only by one comment: Tfeel like Anne Frank."
Immediately thereafter, the cops discovered
our hole and looked bored as they watched us
file out. One commented, "Ugh, it smells like-

down here."
You've all been at these parties. So, the
next time you find yourself sick of the weekend
scene, think of all the good times. The times
goats
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you thought you were going to be arrested, or
written up, or the limes you sustained physical
injury as a result of the it-seemed-like-agood-idea-at-the-timc mentality. Because in
100 days, or a year or two for non-seniors, we
will, as residents of homes or apartments, lie
expected to adhere to a code of respect and
regard for personal safety and private property.
You have 10(1 days.

Trish Daly is a senior staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments atfealures@
beheiglits.com.
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Kaplan-Maxfield mentors
and learns from his students
By

Kristin Canfield

plan-Maxfield's academic pursuits, but instead on the importance of relating what one does in
theclassroom to what, one does in
life. Kaplan-Maxfield first began
writing stories in the fifth grade,
when he decided that he did not
want to be a priest, that he liked
girls, and that he loved writing.
His own novel. Memoirs of a Shape
Shifter, was published in 2003.
Kaplan-Maxfield is best known
as the professor of the "love
class" taught within the freshman
literature core. He jokes that the
only prerequisite for the class is
to have had one's heart broken.
Of course, his advice for the
occasional student who comes
forward, concerned that he or she
does not meet the requirement,
is that the student should give it
time. Often these students have
met the prerequisite, but were

For The Heights

A student arriving at the office of Thomas Kaplan-Maxfield,
professor of English, on the third
floor of Carney for the first time
probably does not know what
to expect. Kaplan-Maxfield,
or TKM as he is affectionately
known, describes his appearance as a ''cross between Mark
Twain and Kurt Vonnegut." His
legend extends far beyond the
English department. Therefore,
as I climbed the Carney stairs
early last Monday, I could not
help but wonder about how our
conversation would go. I had,
of course, prepared some questions just in case there was an
awkward silence, but I still found
myself quite nervous. After all, I
had not in recent memory had
a conversation with a professor
that did not at least begin with a
discussion of academics. Within
minutes ofmy arrival, I felt at
ease. Maybe it was KaplanMaxfield's boyish exuberance.
Or perhaps I was compelled to
sit on the edge of my seat by the
sense that I was in the presence
of some great wisdom. But wait.
Can one man possibly possess
both qualities? I would have to
find out for myself.
The discussion began, not as
atypical conversation about Ka-

simply not paying attention.
His own experience with love
is quite a thrilling tale. He met
his wife when he was only 16 years
old. He says that he was unaware
that he was falling in love, but
was struck by the conviction that
his life had changed forever. He

teaches about love in literature
for a few reasons. Kaplan-Maxfield admires love for its ability to
compel one to action. In KaplanMaxfield's youth, he once found
himself in the South ofFrance after contacting Lawrence Durrell,

an author whose novel, Justine,
he had fallen in love with. His
favorite thing about love is that
it makes everyone a "beginner all

the time."
Often in a mentoring relationship, the student, will want to
know how the professor got to
where he or she is today. When
posed this question, KaplanMaxfield describes himself as
a believer in serendipity. As an
undergraduate, he says he would
simply circle in the course catalog
all the classes that struck him
as interesting. While he admits
that this resulted in his having to take a freshman English
class as a senior, he still recommends it. He once again draws a
comparison to love, saying that
people never intend to fall in love
with each other, it just happens.
Kaplan-Maxfield does not know
where passion descends from,
but reminisces about returning
to school as a classics major and
being unable to control his glee
on the first day of class.
Kaplan-Maxfield connects
his ethos as a teacher to a sense
of justice he says he has held from
a young age. He says that he remembers what it was like to be a
student, and he describes himself
as restless at school from a young
age. Kaplan-Maxfield encourages students not to censure
their voices by not demeaning
what some may label as "weird
comments." More often than not.

Kaplan-Maxfield believes that
his students are too polite, and
wishes that thfty would question
authority more. He describes
the benefit of growing old as
gaming a perspective that only
comes from living through things
again and again. He says this
perspective allows him to tell his
students not to take everything
so seriously. In accordance with
this ideal, he often plays music
at the beginning of class just for
fun. He worries that if people
forgo fun in favor of more serious
pursuits, they will develop joint
pain by high school. At the same
time, Kaplan-Maxfield urges
each student to really question
why he or she goes to school,
beyond the obvious answer of
getting a job. He prefers to hold
Ins creative writing classes outside of the classroom, and often
incorporates food to keep the
conversation going. He pulls out
a bottle of maple syrup to show

his contribution to the day's
meal. He likes to make what he
boasts of as his killer lasagna,
and really gets to know his students outside of the classroom.
By now, one should have a taste
of what Professor Thomas Kaplan-Maxfield is like, but if one
wants to experience the full meal,
one simply will have to come to
a class with an empty stomach,
me

prepared to dig in.

\u25a0
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Celebrity twins Mary Kate and Ashley Olsen chose to attend the same university, much like several twins here at BC.

Different experiences for twins
Twins from, 810
same universities."We kind of
figured it was time to kind of split
up a bit and do our own thing,"

Courtney Alpaugh explains.
Being apart from each other
was an adjustment that the Alpaugh twins had to make. They
played tennis together in high
school, were in the same honor
societies, and shared a bedroom
until about then' freshman year of
high school. The girls went from
seeing each other every day and
sharing the same friends, to now
not even knowing most of each
other's college friends. "Now
that we're apart, I feel that we
can establish our own identities,"
Courtney says.
One might expect twins to
have this desire to form their own
path because they have shared
so much for their entire lives. In
addition to spending a lot of time
together, twins also share a great

deal genetically. Identical twins,
or monozygotic twins, share 100
percent of their genetic infor-

while fraternal twins,
dizygotic twins, on average
share about 50 percent of their
genetic information. Most twins
also grow up in the same environment because of their identical
developmental schedules. These
commonalities provide a greater
opportunity for interaction than
most typical siblings share.
Being around each other so
frequently and sharing similar
physical qualities causes twins
to often get mistaken for one
another, something that both
the Meads and the Samleys have
mation,
or

experienced. However, as time
passes, the twins will each take
on a stronger personal identity.
Eric Dearing,

a professor

ofdevelopmental psychology, explained
that twins gradually become less

similar. "They're likely to look
more similar here at BC than they
will when they are 60, 70, and 80
years old," he says.
Therefore, the actions of twins
were most alike when they were
younger and are probably more
alike now than they will be in 20
years. As twins age, their appearances and actions will naturally
become more individualized. The
Samleys described that they were
in the same clubs in high school
but have joined different activities while at BC. The three pairs
of twins have different majors.
Though they possess the comfort
of having somebody very close to
them to rely on, each twin is looking to carve their own niche.
When discussing the adjustment of coming to BC freshman
year, Beeca Samley says, "Last
year, [having my sister here]
made the adjustment to college
a lot easier." Kathy .Samley is
already thinking about how much
she will miss her sister when she
goes to study abroad next year.
The separation that will ensue
is not something that the two
have had to experience yet, and
while Kathy is looking forward
to studying in Australia, she
wishes that her sister could go
with her.
Dearing agreed that going to
college with a twin sibling has the
potential to help in the transition
process. "It would depend on
the quality of their relationship,
but in general, we know that
supportive relationships are a
good thing, so twins may benefit
from this unique relationship,"
he explains.
Even Courtney Alpaugh, who
is miles away from her sister,

cherishes her friendship with
Alex. "We still come back and
complement each other more
now," she says. "We have so many

experiences to share." Courtney
was very excited when her sister
visited BC and also when she
traveled to' Georgetown for the
weekend. It was exciting for
Courtney to be able to see Alexin
her own element, she says.
"I went from knowing ev-

erything about her, to knowing
nothing about her daily life,"
Courtney says. The distance between them affects the Alpaugh
sisters' interactions with each
other and with their classmates.
Courtney expressed thatshe feels
she is encouraged to meet more
people because she doesn't have
her sister to rely upon at BC.
The real question for these
twins is whether they feel they
made the right choice by either
coming to BC with their twin or
venturing out on their own. For
the most part, they don't seem to
look back. "Do I ever wish it were
different?" Kyle Mead questions.
"No. It's cool having peopleknow
me and not only know me because
I'm a twin. That's pretty cool."
The Samleys are also content
with their decision to come to BC
together. Becca Samley notes,
"It would be a weird adjustment
because we have been together
for so long to go to completely
differentplaces." For them, sticking together was the best option,
and it seems to be working really
well. They realized what was best
for their lives and wanted to share
the college experience together.
The Alpaughs, however, knew
it was time for them to go their
own ways, and they are pleased
with their decision. "Having her
here would have been totally fine
because we probably would have
been in different [academic]
tracks," Courtney says. "[But] I
tliink it is more of a unique experience not having her here." \u25a0

Spring break trips take on a different meaning this year
2010 is Caiicun. Also topping the
list are Puerto Vallarta, South
Beach, and interestingly enough,

In the dark hallows of a Boston
College residence hall, off-eampus
houses, and apartment, students
have been gathering for months

Europe. Big eities never usually
make the eut because students are
always looking to have that "fun
in the sun" experience, but this
year might be different. Megan
McHugh, A&S '12, has decided
to travel to Washington, D.C.,
with her friend and roommate
Sarah Gazzaniga, LSOE '12. "I

to discuss what is arguably the
greatest part of second semester:
spring break. Every year, friends
flock together to decide where

didn't want to go home, and
everything else is so expensive,
so this seemed like a really good

alternative especially since I have
family there," McHugh says. This
year, like many others before it,
has seen a very big trend in budget
traveling. Students all over the
country search on Twitter, airline

\u25a0

they will be spending their week
of pure freedom. Will it be Jamaica? The Bahamas? Usually the
destinations that dominate are
the islands with the best beaches
for the cheapest price. For those
that decide to not embark on
an island getaway, there are the
Appalachia trips, sports spring
training, and, always a favorite,
home. However, what about the
students who do not opt for the
stereotypicalspring break of tanning on the beach all day, or the
students who do not decide to
participate in a service trip? What
about the kids who do not want to
go home because enough time has
not passed since the last time Ihey
saw their parents? With budget
travel all the rage this year, there
are some interesting spring break
destinations that do not quite lit
the typical mold.
Every year, different Web sites
and organizations create the top-10 lists of hotspot destinations
for college students' spring break.
According to .Student Travel.com,
the number one destination for

'

By Fracnesca Bacardi
Heights Staff

Web sites, and discount travel
sites such as Orbitz to find deals
to cut their costs. Or there is the
route that McHugh and Gazzaniga
will be taking in an effort to
completely eliminate the cost of
board at a hotel, they will be stay-

ing with family. Although McHugh
will not be spending time on the

beach with her friend, she insists
that she has plenty on her plate
during her week in the capital.
"Sarah has friends at GW that
we'll visit, and of course we'll take
the tours of the monuments," says
McHugh. "There's so much to do
there, including grcal shopping,
and it's awesome because it's a
different city from Manhattan and
Boston, both of which I'm really

Many Boston College students are choosing to forgo a tropical spring break locationfor other, less trendy destinations
new kids," he says. "College is all
friends. "I can't really remember
familiar with." While McHugh
and Gazzanigaexplore a new city a spring break where I didn't about new experiences, and I see
and experience the culture of the travel to a ski resort with my this as another opportunity for
nation's capital, other students family," Levy explains. Tins year, me." The organization that Levy
will be volunteering across the though, Levy made the choice to will be traveling with is i-to-i
United States, but not necessarily break away from the norm and do Volunteer Travel, which specialwith a student-run organization something different. Although lie izes in volunteer work in Central
America. "With i-to-i, I'll be able
wanted to volunteer, he also wanton campus.
Bubble,"
"BC
to get the spring break in the sun
'12,
has deed to abandon the
Ben Levy, CSOM
that I always like to have while
cided to spend his spring break so Levy decided to join the ASB
helping people in
simultaneously
part
Break
team
to
meet
new
as
people
Spring
on the Alternative
(ASB). However, before deciding of an entirely new experience, need," he says. "I couldn't think of
abetter combination than that."
rather than volunteer with Apto take part in the ASB program.
In the Volunteer Travel propalachia or another student-run
Levy originally planned on travelgroup on campus. "I wanted to
gram, students can choose from
ing to Sun Valley, Idaho to ski and
a variety of destinations from
try something different and meet
snowboard with his family and

Ireland to India, to Croatia to
Costa Rica. In an interview with
About.com's Student TVavel, Lee
Ann Johnson, i-to-i's managing director, stated, "For college
students looking to do more than
sleep in late and visit with myriad
aunts, uncles, and cousins over
winter, spring or summer break,
the volunteer vacation can help
them learn about their careers,
their world, and themselves."
The Volunteer Travel program is
open to all college students, and
they can choose to work for as
short as one week or as long as
24 weeks. The opportunities that
the program provides range from
teaching English to constructing
and fixing homes. Students that
take part in the program also
can obtain valuable experience
in educational interests such as
social sciences, journalism, and
fundraising, while simultaneously
gaining college credit.
Whether students will be traveling to the beautiful sunny shores
of the Bahamas or visiting new
cities, spring break is time to be
spent with family and f'riends,to
let loose and forget about the
stresses of school for a solid week.
"Alter midterms are over, I just
need a week to recover and get
over the intensity of school," Levy
says. "Sometimes, winter break
doesn't even seem long enough.
I'm glad to be getting away and
experiencing something unfamiliar and different." \u25a0
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Ask me
anything

Kris Robinson
If you're an avid Facebook user such
as myself, you might have noticed a
small trend developing in the form of a
Web site called Formspring. Formspring
creates a form for users and allows
people to submit questions to them, to
be answered anonymously. From what
I've seen, most of the question-answer
interactions range from deliberately humorous to unnecessarily confrontational.
Looking beneath the surface, however,
there lies a severely untapped potential
in Formspring that more people should
be taking advantage of.
Imagine having the chance to ask
any one of your friends anything that
you wanted. Even some of thebest
friendships might not have that kind
of openness. It's a golden opportunity
that brings to the forefront values of
both openness and honesty. You may be

Seeing

thinking thatI'm either taking this Web
site way too seriously or thinking entirely
too much of it, but, I assure you, I am
not guilty of either. Yes, it is only a Web
site, and yes, it's not groundbreaking by
any means, but at the core ofFormspring
is something important that deserves

Double

recognition.
Part of what leads to division among
people can be attributed to that which
is left unsaid. You may have seen or
known cases wherebest friends, lovers,
or families have been torn apart by
an intentional lack of honesty, and in
some unfortunate cases, the damage
is irreparable. I know that everyone's
situation is different and people believe
they have certain justifiable reasons for
hiding truths from those in their fives,

and sometimes, theyactually do. I also,
however, am a firm believer in being real.
This isn't to say that there haven't
been times when I wasn't as "real" as I
liked to be, and I'm definitely not saying
that honesty is easy, because a lot of the
time, it's not. I would love nothing better
than for everything in my life and the
lives-ofothers to go as smoothly as possible, but, sadly, that's just not the way
the world works, and that's something
that I'm slowly, but surely, coming to
realize. Over the course of this year, I've
really started to see that being true to
yourself, being honest and real, sometimes involves conflict, since no one in
this world shares the same exact views
on everything. Also, no one comes into
this world knowing exactly who they are
and what they want out of life, and, as
a result, in the process of discovering
ourselves and finding out who we are and
who we want to be? we make mistakes.
Sometimes, these mistakes hurt
people. For a lot us, that is the polar opposite of what we intend to do with our
actions. The sad truth, though, is that
pain is a part of life a very crucial part
oflife that sometimes leads to greater,
happier things than we can ever imagine.
I guess what I'm trying to get at here is
that we can't let our fear of hurting others hinder our ability to live, that is, our
capability to take advantage of the gift of
life. We can and should try to be the best
people that we can, but if sometimes we
don't live up to the expectations put in
front of us, most importantly our own,
it is important to remember not to be
discouraged, because, until the moment
that we leave this earth, there's always
tomorrow. We always have another
chance.
For the true purpose ofFormspring
to be fulfilled, both parties, the asker
and the answerer, need to recognize and
adopt a sense ofreciprocity. The creator
of the form has already taken the first
step in opening themselves up to those
in their lives, but, in order to successfully propagate this state of complete
receptivity and candor, he or she should
-

approach every serious question presented to them with the same amount of
respect and desire to answer it. At the
same time, those asking the questions
have a responsibility to provide the form
creator with questions that reflect an
equal willingness to create an open and ,

honest environment.
So if you don't have a Formspring
and this column has inspired you to get
one, please, heed my advice, and don't
be surprised if you experience an exotic
sense ofsatisfaction. If you're friends
with someone with a Formspring, do the
same, and remember, use this coveted
opportunity wisely.
A little honesty might go a long way.
Krisßobinson is the Assistant Features Editor for The Heights. He welcomes comments
at features@bcheigkts.com.

Laundry basket? Check.
Mini-fridge? Cheek. Laptop?
Check. Twin?
Planning for college is an
endeavor full of fear, hope,
and excitement. There is an
additional factor, however, for
any twin questioning whether
to include their brother or
sister in their new college life.'
Many twins share the coljege
experience with each other,
side by side. Others attend the
same university, but choose to

different passions and
find different social groups.
Some twins decide to attend
completely different universities all together. No matter
which it is, their decision has
a great impact on their college
experience.
Kathy and Becca Samiey,
both A&S '12, are identical
twins. Boston College was the
first choice for both of them,
and they explained that the
only way they wouldhave gone
to different schools is if they
hadn't gotten into any of the
pursue

same ones."We've always been
really close," says Kathy. Frorh
running track together in high
school to now sharing both a
room and similar goals for the
pre-vet track, they spenda lot
of time together. Having each
other at BC is the same thing
as having their best friend with
them to share the experience.
The story is somewhat
different for identical

twins Kyle and Dan Mead,
both A&S '18. They're both
BC students, but it wasn't an
automatic decision to come
here together. Kyle Mead was
torn over a few schools and
wasn't influenced by Dan's
choice to attend BC. They knew
that if they ended, up going to
the same university, they did
not want to be sharing a room.
"We were really close when we
were little, but when we got
to high school, we tried to go
our separate ways," Kyle says.

They were each going down
their own paths academically
and socially in search of their
own identity.
#
This isn't to say that
they never see each other.
The brothers do share several
classes, and they have many
mutual friends. WWte they do
enjoy that time together, that
interaction is the extent of
their time spent in each other's
company. "We don't realjy go
out of our ways to catch up or
go get lunch or anything,'' says
Kyle. Each of the Meads is
finding his own way. For them,
these separate pathwaysbegan
in high school, and they are
continuing today at BC.
Courtney Alpaugh, A&S'l3,
is learning to pursue her own
path, as she is in her second semester awayfrom herfraternal
twin sister Alex, who is a freshman at GeorgetownUniversity.
To begin with, Courtney and
Alex did not even apply to the

See Twins, B9

Eagle Dates: An Expose
By Chantal
Heights Staff

Cabrera

"5000..." she murmured to the stranger sitting across the table
her, in an attempt to break the awkwardsilence.
"What classes are you taking this semester?" she continued,
trying to get a better grasp of his interests. He sat, did not murmur
a word, and just stared at her in slight admiration.
"Are you going to answer my question or just sit there and
pine at me?" she asserted in a further attempt to make him speak.
Still, he sat and did nothing.

from

Blind dates are almost always awkward. Why? Because one
neverknows what to expect, and when something is expected, the
expectations are never met. Having dinner with a stranger you've
never met can be jarring and sometimes scary.
So why go on a blind date and risk your sanity?-Well, the wise
sages usually say because you neverknow when you' re going to meet
the love of your life.
Now I'm goingto begin my pitch on why all the single students
should apply to go on an Eagle Date. Firstly, if love isn't in the air,
at least you'll make a friend, and we all know we need more of
those. It's one more person to awkwardly glance away from when
you're walking through the Quad at 11:55 a.m. Secondly, you have
the chance of staring at a potentially good-looking person for an
hour and a half during dinner. If they're not good-looking, then the
chances were not in your favor, and I apologizebeforehand. Thirdly,
he or she might have more attractive friends that may pique your
interest.
Always think outside the box. Make the Eagle Date your friend.
He or she will invite you out. You'll meet the friends. Fourthly, you
can practice your "how-to-get-ahead-in-life-skills,"by manipulating
the situation so it ends up in your favor. Think "friends." Fifthly, a
free meal. And for all you non-meal-planners out there, you know
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this option sounds enticing. And lastly, you may actually fall in love.
Chances of this occurring are slim to none, but nonetheless, the
chances are still there.
So, let's say you submit to the social customs at BC and apply
to go on an Eagle Date, you get there, and everything goes wrong.
What do you do? Well, considering the homogeneity of our campus,
the chances that your date will be a complete psycho are slim. He
probably won'tbe a gothic freak or a rapist, so things aren't looking
too bad. You might come out with a crazy fable to tell your friends
back home, and they'll probably get a good laugh and appreciate
the risk you took in going on the date. Clearly, all benefits from the
process.
Now let's look at the positives. You fall in love. Love that
dreamy state of mind we all long for. Well, an Eagle Date may be
the path to love. Tim and Marie found it. And so did Jake and Lil.
There is.the chance! Call to all lovers that haven't yet met: Go on
an Eagle Date now!
The matchmaking process. Behind the scenes, the preparation
is thorough and grueling. We assess every aspect of the applicants'
personalities to find the best match. We also assess aesthetic appeal from the most objective standards possible to best match our
applicants on all levels, even the superficial. If you think that your
Eagle Date is better or less good-looking than you, then I am also
sorry and once again I apologize beforehand. There's always an
underlying bias.
If I haven't yet convinced you of the multiple reasons you should
apply for an Eagle Date, then I don't know what else to do. My only
suggestion: Step outside your comfort zone, and take a leap of faith.
Embrace the uncomfortable awkwardness, make a new friend, meet
their friends, get a free meal, and go on an Eagle Date.
-

Interested in going on an Eagle Date? Contact Chantal
at cabrerac@bc.edu for more information.
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